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Library Mission Statement:
The Jennie King Mellon Library’s mission is to advance the academic endeavors of Chatham University
students, faculty, and staff by:
•
•
•
•
•

Acquiring, organizing, preserving, promoting and providing access to resources that meet our
community's diverse and changing research needs;
Offering timely reference assistance and expert instruction that fosters information competency;
Collaborating with Chatham faculty and staff to help students develop progressively complex
critical thinking and research skills in the pursuit of scholarly achievement and life-long learning;
Maintaining a virtual and physical environment conducive to teaching and learning;
Encouraging and sustaining a high level of service by our staff.

Annual Highlights
The 19-20 academic year was indeed one of great change. We began the year by launching our newly
redesigned website. Through a series of focus groups and campus surveys, library staff learned how our
community used our website and what changes they wanted to see. After said changes were
implemented, the website underwent a series of usability studies. We are very pleased with the result, as
were our users. A second change was Chatham’s move from the Moodle learning management system to
D2L’s Brightspace system. Our primary concern was linking our many subject LibGuides to the new LMS
to make them easily accessible to our students and faculty. In addition, Chatham celebrated its 150th
Anniversary. Drawing heavily on Archival resources; images, stories, artifacts, and expertise, the displays
and celebrations created were a great success. However, the most disruptive change was Chatham’s,
Pittsburgh’s, the country’s, and the world’s response to the COVID-19 virus. In a very short time, the
library converted our in-person services to virtual, our work from the building to home offices, and our staff
meetings to Zoom.

•
•
•
•

•

Library staff engaged in focus groups and usability studies to revamp the entire website – initial
feedback has been overwhelmingly positive
Collaborating with Instructional Technology, librarians launched an Open Education Resources
Fellows groups aimed at faculty development of OER’s and reducing student textbook costs
Chatham celebrated its 150th anniversary, with the Archives providing images, stories and
exhibits
With the spread of COVID-19, in mid-March, Chatham directed staff who could, to work from
home. As a result, the library building closed through the end of 19-20. Reference services,
research consultations and library instruction were delivered remotely. As most of the library’s
resources are electronic, users maintained access to the bulk of our collection.
User Services
o The number of reference questions increased by 4% from 18-19 (1,419 questions) to 1920 (1,476 questions)
o Research consultations were up 8.8% from the previous academic year and the average
length of a consultation increased by 10.7%
o Use of the instant message (IM) and email reference services increased by 40.5% from
18-19 (296 questions) to 19-20 (416 questions)
o Library instruction saw a 41% increase from last year which marks the busiest instruction
year since 2015-2016 when 52 sessions were taught
o Instructional videos saw a 37% increase over the previous year
o Overall, the Chatham community requested 5.4% more items from other libraries than in
the previous year
 ILLiad requests increased by 5.6% from last year



•

•

E-ZBorrow requests increased by 5% from last year. However, comparing the
data for July through February (when E-ZBorrow was actually working both
years) shows a 31.7% increase.
o When excluding the time period during which Chatham was closed for COVID, the
Chatham community received items via ILLiad within an average of 3.8 days. This
includes electronic requests as well as physical ones which must come through the mail.
o Total items checked out increased by 4.4% when comparing July – February of 19-20 to
18-19
The number of hours that group study rooms were reserved increased by 12.8% when
comparing July 1 – March 13 of 19-20 to 18-19
Archives and Special Collections
o Prior to the university shutdown in March, the number of reference questions had
increased by 33% and reference consultations had increased by 44% from the same
point in the prior year

User Services
All public services areas saw an increase in activity; reference, instruction, circulation and interlibrary
loan. We have noticed a pattern of these services with one year up and the next down. One reason may
be that several library instruction sessions are taught for courses that are not taught annually so there is a
wax and wane with those numbers. We have also noticed that with increased numbers of students in
classes, the assignments do not require the in-depth research and writing we have seen in past years
which would affect both instruction and reference services. Another major contributor to the downturn is
the move from the Senior Tutorial to the Capstone. Many capstones were group projects, therefore not all
students engaged in independent research.

Reference
-Prepared by Jocelyn Codner, Reference and Outreach Librarian
“This book will work MUCH better than the one I had. Thank you so much, you’re awesome! I’m going to
just come right here when I need stuff!”
~ 1/8/20 Undergraduate Student in Person
“Thank you so much! You saved me so much time!”
~ 3/10/20 Faculty Member in Person
"You're an angel! Thank you"
~ 4/3/20 Student via Zoom Meeting
“You’re very good at this—at offering direction and clarity. Thank you so much!”
~ 4/9/20 Graduate Student via Zoom Meeting
Reference services are the principal methods used to instruct our users. We assist users in person at the
reference desk, by phone, by text message, by email, and through an instant message service available
on the library’s website. Librarians answer research questions across the broad spectrum of Chatham’s
curriculum—from a First-Year to PhD level questions. Recognizing that it is impossible to have both broad
and deep knowledge across the many subjects, we have developed a robust liaison program. This links a
librarian with each department and program and allows the librarian to master the resources needed for
in-depth research.
In addition to collecting statistics on reference interactions at the reference desk, we continued to collect
statistics on interactions happening elsewhere in the JKM Library, including the Circulation Desk, ILLiad
department, librarian offices and library student workers. These interactions are included in the overall
reference statistics.

This year we continued our Pop-Up Library and Pop-Up Librarian events, two outreach services that
focus on bringing library materials, reference, and research services to other locations outside of the
library building on the Shadyside Campus, as well as Chatham’s Eastside and Eden Hall locations. Both
of these locations lack full-time, in-person reference services, making Pop-Up Librarian events a great
opportunity for students and faculty to drop in and have conversations with librarians face-to-face.
Statistics for these events are collected along with the other reference interactions. Reference questions
and research consultations pertaining to Archives & Special Collections are reported in a separate section
of this report and are not included in the numbers below.
In March 2020, Chatham University switched to a virtual learning model due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The JKM Library also shifted our services to virtual mode. Reference services went to email, text, and
chat only, with the implementation of Zoom meetings with students, staff, and faculty for more in-depth
questions. Using Zoom in place of in person interactions was very effective and successful, allowing
library staff to continue to offer high quality services during an unusual time.
The number of reference questions increased by 4% from 18-19 (1,419 questions) to 19-20 (1,476
questions). Potential reasons for this could be the increase in questions concerning the library’s services
and the building’s closure during the switch to virtual, as well as the increased advertisement and
outreach for virtual reference services done via social media, email, and blog posts as the library
transitioned to virtual services only.
The following graph shows the number of reference questions asked each year for the past three
academic years.
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Instant Message, Email, and SMS Reference Service
Use of the instant message (IM) and email reference services increased by 40.5% from 18-19 (296
questions) to 19-20 (416 questions). This increase is likely due to the library’s transition to virtual
reference services exclusively in March. Our text messaging service, however, sees little use and
decreased in 19-20 to 10 text messages from the 11 text messages in 18-19. However, since the service
is staffed through the same mechanism as our IM reference service, it provides yet another way for
patrons to reach us with no additional effort for the librarians.

Research Consultations
Research consultations are defined as appointments or meetings with students, faculty, or staff that last
fifteen minutes or more. The number of consultations helps provide a sense of how often librarians are

assisting patrons with more in-depth questions. Research consultations were up 8.8% from the previous
academic year. The average length of a consultation increased by 10.7%, reflecting the continuing
complexity of these reference questions and library staff’s focus on communication with and outreach to
students during COVID-19 adjustments.
Year
2019-20
2018-19
2017-18

Number of
Consultations
211
194
306

Total Hours Spent in
Consultation
108.74
91.14
144.19

Average Length
of Consultation
31 minutes
28 minutes
28 minutes

Personal Librarian Program
“I’m so happy to have a Personal Librarian! I try to take advantage as often as I can, this is so helpful!”
~ 1/15/20 In person from an undergraduate student
Our Personal Librarian Program continued during 19-20 and was expanded to increase our direct
outreach to students during the shift to virtual only services in March. Incoming undergraduate and
transfer students are paired with one of the JKM Library’s two Reference Librarians and receive letters in
early August announcing the program and introducing each student to their personal librarian. Throughout
the students’ first two semesters at Chatham, the personal librarians send periodic emails about library
resources and services. During the COVID-19 closures, the Personal Librarian Program was extended
throughout the summer months to keep students updated with personalized information. The goal of this
program is to increase student familiarity with and use of the library and its many resources. While
feedback has not been collected formally, informal feedback and student anecdotes have been very
positive.
YouTube Videos
Librarians have created a number of instructional videos (using Panopto and ScreenFlow), recorded
workshops, and posted promotional videos highlighting displays and exhibits. Twenty-nine of these
videos are hosted on the library’s YouTube channel, which can be found at
https://www.youtube.com/user/ChathamULibrary.
Users watched 906 minutes of video in 19-20, a 37% increase from the previous year (662 minutes). The
increase in watch time could be due to the increase in videos posted. Seven new videos were posted
from the Chatham Archives & Special Collections, highlighting digital tools, collections, and research
techniques. The recording of a Zoom workshop offered to Chatham staff members was also uploaded,
making the total new videos uploaded in 19-20 eight. In addition, many of the older videos were edited
and updated to reflect changes to the JKM Library’s website.
The following chart provides usage and viewing information about our most popular videos (by watch time
in minutes):

Video title
Using Statista to Find
Company and Industry
Statistics
BUS671 Finding Company
Information
Using AND to Combine
Search Terms

Video length
(minutes)

Watch time
(minutes)

Views

Average view
duration
(minutes)

Average
percentage
viewed

2:14

342

308

1:06

49.6%

9:56

156

49

3:11

32.1%

3:17

102

55

1:52

57.2%

Finding Books in the Library
Catalog
Using CREDO Reference
We’re Your Library Too: Digital
and Remote Services for
Chatham Staff

3:46

102

43

2:23

63.6%

0:59

36

43

0:50

85.7%

30:35

18

11

1:43

5.6%

While users are clearly not viewing 100% of the instructional videos offered, in most cases they are
watching close to or over half of the video. In some cases, it is more advantageous for them to skip
around these videos to get to information more relevant for them, so while they might not be viewing the
entire video they are most likely getting the guidance they need from them. Some videos even offer links
to different timestamps within the video itself to encourage such jumping around.

Instruction
-Prepared by Dana Mastroianni, Reference and Electronic Resources Librarian
“Thank you again for your informative and engaged presentation, activity, and discussion in class today.
I'm looking forward to future steps.” 10/24/19. Faculty. Email.
“Thank YOU for your generosity and insights last semester with the archives in ENG105 and WGS101.
Thanks to you students learned SO MUCH about Chatham's history, which really enriched their
experiences inside and outside the classroom.” 1/10/19. Faculty. Email.
A total of 51 course related library instruction sessions reaching 947 students were taught during 20192020. Of those, 12 sessions were for graduate classes and 39 were for undergraduate classes. This 41%
increase from last year marks the busiest instruction year since 2015-2016 when 52 sessions were
taught. With the campus move to all virtual instruction in March, some scheduled sessions were canceled.
Following anticipated health guidelines into 2020-2021, face to face instruction will likely be limited while
librarians offer virtual services.
Course Related
Sessions

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

Undergraduate

47

31

37

29

39

Graduate

19

18

15

7

12

First Year Instruction
Librarians continued targeted instruction for all of the ENG105 First Year Writing sections during the 2019
fall semester. Students worked through modules on focusing a topic, concept mapping, finding books,
database searching, database tools and limiters, and requesting research assistance before librarians
came to class. During the in-class sessions, librarians guided students through an exercise examining
information types and their distinguishing characteristics. The teaching librarians began a discussion
about evaluation criteria, then students formed small groups and were given two information resources to
evaluate. Each student group then reported on their resources and the criteria each resource fulfilled.
Results from the modules largely fell in line with past years’ results with the majority of students
answering the quiz questions correctly, however there were some differences in the rates of correct
responses from last year. Question 2, asking to identify the best example of a focused question, had an
increased correct response rate in 2019 compared to 2018. Although in both years the majority of
students answered correctly with choice b, Has hate crime legislation acted as an effective deterrent
against hate crimes? in 2019, more students chose the correct answer. The true outlier this year was
question 4 which asked students why AND should be used to combine search terms. Although the

question directed students to choose all applicable answers, each student only chose one answer. The
majority chose a, (AND) Tells the database that your terms don’t have to be right next to each other, while
the correct choices were answer a and b (It requires the database to only show you results that contain all
of your terms). (see Appendix A for the full quiz)
In spring 2020, the Archivist developed a new instruction activity aiming to build information literacy skills
through use of material from the Archives & Special collections. The activity included groups of
classmates assessing selections of physical records from the University Archives alongside digital
records presented through a custom designed LibGuide. The Archivist designed an in-class worksheet to
guide students in analyzing the archival material and building information literacy skills. The activity was
presented in a single class session for WGS101 and planned as a two-part activity for WGS201. Due to
the Covid-19 pandemic, both classes received a single session.
Instruction Assessment
During the fall semester, Dana Mastroianni led the effort to identify library learning outcomes in order to
effectively assess library instruction sessions. While an instruction assessment was piloted in the spring
semester of 2019, the questions did not adequately measure student learning from instruction sessions.
Through examining and evaluating learning outcomes from similar sized libraries with similar instruction
programs, an approach to formulating outcomes that would cover both the breadth and depth of library
instruction sessions was needed. Knowing that instruction occurs for various disciplines with varied
information needs, the main idea in these outcomes was to offer librarians choices regarding what they
wanted to cover in instruction sessions. A matrix of broad categories with specific outcomes within each
category was formulated. With this approach, librarians could target specific assessment areas without
having to fulfill the obligations of a developmental rubric method. The library learning outcome categories
are Identify, Search & Organize, Analyze & Evaluate, and Use Information Ethically. Each category has 16 outcomes and librarians can choose any number of categories and their associated outcomes to assess
per session.
The LibWizard platform was used to create a form detailing the categories, outcomes, and librarian
comments on sessions taught. The form is an efficient way to track what outcomes librarians identified for
their sessions, if the outcomes were met, and any other relevant comments.
The learning outcomes were used for four instructions sessions during the spring semester. There was
some commonality in the outcomes chosen. In the Identify category, outcome 2 (Identify keywords and
related terms in order to flexibly search information resources) was chosen for two sessions, in the
Search & Organize category outcome 1 (Identify and use search language, controlled vocabulary or
search features appropriate to the research tool to retrieve relevant documents) was chosen for three
sessions. For an Archives and Special Collections based class, Identify category outcome 3 (Identify the
range of information source types available, their distinguishing characteristics and intended audiences)
and Analyze & Evaluate outcome 4 (Recognize the cultural, physical, social, and historical contexts of an
information source) were chosen. The outcomes identified by librarians were either met or partially met for
all sessions. (see Appendix B for the complete rubric) While instruction will likely take a different format
for 20-21, using the learning outcomes to assess student learning in library instruction sessions will
continue.
OER Cohort & Efforts
In 2018, the Pennsylvania Academic Library Consortium (PALCI) began the Affordable Learning PA
(ALPA) initiative to advocate for reduced textbook costs in higher education institutions by advocating for
Open Educational Resource (OER) adoption for course texts. The JKM Library became an ALPA campus
partner and Dana Mastroianni created library website content and led faculty workshops during the 20182019 year. Leading up to the 2019 Fall Semester, Becky Borello, Instructional Technologist, expressed
interest in collaborating with the library for a more concentrated effort in OER advocacy among faculty.
Since Instructional Technology has successfully run the Faculty Technology Fellows cohorts for several
years, modeling an OER Faculty cohort program similarly was an easy decision. A faculty application for
the OER cohort was distributed via email in September. From ten applicants, six faculty from different
academic departments were chosen for the cohort. An introductory meeting was held in November to

outline faculty expectations and requirements for the cohort. Faculty participating in the cohort would be
compensated for attending two workshops and adopting an OER for use in at least one class in the Fall
2020 semester.
The first workshop covered OER Terminology, various types of OERS, creative commons licensing, and
where to find OERs. The second workshop focused on evaluating OERs and course design and
pedagogy when using an OER over a traditional textbook. Three weeks after the second workshop,
Chatham moved to all virtual instruction for the remainder of the academic year due to the COVID-19
crisis. This sudden and unprecedented turn of events hampered communication with the cohort for the
remainder of the academic year, however by the end of the spring term three cohort members had
identified an OER to use in at least one of their fall courses. In 20-21, assessments from the first cohort
on how using OERs altered faculty preparation and instruction as well as student learning are expected.
Moving forward with a new faculty cohort will also be discussed.

Resource Sharing
-Prepared by Kate Wenger, Head of Access Services
“That’s two of my books for free, it’s a huge relief! Thanks so much for your help!”
~in-person comment from a student
Resource sharing, commonly known as interlibrary loan, makes sure that needed material gets to the
correct user in a timely fashion. We use two systems, E-ZBorrow and ILLiad, to supply that needed
material, with the statistics and workflow for each maintained separately.
E-ZBorrow and ILLiad are used to both request materials from other libraries as well as ship our materials
to our partner libraries. E-ZBorrow, a service through our PALCI membership, is used for print books.
ILLiad automates routine interlibrary loan functions and is predominantly used for journal articles, but also
for book chapters, DVDs, theses, books that are not available via E-ZBorrow, and other miscellaneous
materials. Both E-ZBorrow and ILLiad use a UPS delivery system to ship materials to other libraries in a
timely manner while also providing easy access to tracking information.
A part-time Access Services Associate and a Graduate Resource Sharing Assistant handle the day-today borrowing requests made by our patrons through the ILLiad system as well as the lending requests
made by other libraries for our materials. They also troubleshoot ILLiad, make improvements to ILLiad
workflow, and compile statistics. Ten Library Access Services Aides complete the day-to-day E-ZBorrow
processing – both borrowing and lending. Troubleshooting is performed by the Head of Access Services
and the Access Services Associate.
This year the biggest change to resource sharing was the addition of RapidILL in July 2019, which
allows for unmediated article requesting by Chatham patrons. As long as the request has basic citation
information plus the ISSN number for the journal, ILLiad will send the request directly to RapidILL. Rapid
then sends the request directly out to other libraries for processing. This allows for request fulfillment
without a staff member at Chatham first having to look at the request and decide which library might have
it. Our hope has been that this will significantly improve turnaround time, while also freeing up our
resource sharing staff to spend more time on the more complicated requests as well as lending materials
to other libraries. Next year we plan to expand this service to include both lending and borrowing of book
chapters.
Borrowing: E-ZBorrow and ILLiad Combined
The graph below shows three years of resource requests placed by Chatham students, staff, and faculty.
Between the two services, borrowing was up 5.4% from the previous year.
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Borrowing: ILLiad
Our patrons requested 6,503 items through ILLiad, an increase of 5.6% from last year. As always, the
majority (88%) of filled ILLiad requests were articles. This year, filled rates held fairly steady in
comparison to last year - there was a 2.1% decrease in filled requests for physical materials (books &
media), and a 0.5% increase in filled article requests. We were able to procure the material for 4782 of
the total 6503 borrowing requests. This fill rate of 73.5% is a decrease from a fill rate of 81% in 18-19
(see the next section for possible explanations for this decrease).
Of the article borrowing requests, 4,194 were routed through RapidILL, either directly or after our
resource sharing staff had added the ISSN to the request information. Of these, 97% (4,050 requests)
were filled by Rapid. The unfilled ones were routed back to ILLiad for cancellation/correction of incorrect
citation information (58 requests) or to be filled by other non-Rapid library partners.
ILLiad Borrowing: Reasons for Cancellations
The graph below shows the number of total cancelled items (blue) versus the number cancelled because
they were available in the JKM Library collection, through E-ZBorrow or a freely online (orange) for the
past 3 years.
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Of the many reasons for cancellation, the most common was that we exhausted all possible sources and
no libraries can send the item, which made up 37% of the cancellation requests. This is a significant
increase over 18-19 when this reason accounted for about 20% of the cancellation requests. This
increase is likely due to the promotion of E-ZBorrow as a resource for course materials, which then
increases the number of students looking for textbooks. Textbook requests are more likely to go unfilled
in E-ZBorrow and then route students to ILLiad, where they are also more likely to be unfilled than other
requests. Many students do still get course materials through these two services, so it is worth the
attempt, but it does increase our unfilled rate.
The second most common reason, accounting for 25% of the cancelled requests, was that we were
unable to verify the request as cited. In 18-19, this reason accounted for only 15% of the cancellations.
This year’s increase for both this reason and that we have exhausted all possible sources is also likely
due in part to EBSCO adding new problematic databases to their Discovery tool. One of these, BASE,
resulted in many ILLiad requests being sent to the wrong ILLiad request form or having incomplete
information. Once we figured out what was happening and that many BASE results are freely available,
we removed the option to “Request through ILLiad” from the BASE results and changed the wording to
“Check for Full Text from BASE” so users would be more likely to find the freely available information.
There were several other databases for which we made similar changes as well.
On a positive note, the number of requests cancelled because the book is available through E-ZBorrow
was down significantly, likely due to our increased advertising of E-ZBorrow which resulted in patrons
being more aware of the service. This is a wonderful change because E-ZBorrow is unmediated so
patrons can get the items more quickly than if they had to wait for the Resource Sharing staff to review
the ILLiad request and route it to E-ZBorrow.
ILLiad Borrowing: Turnaround Time for Requests
The graph below shows turnaround times for the past 3 years.
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In 19-20, excluding the period we were closed for COVID-19, it took 3.8 days on average from when a
Chatham patron placed an Interlibrary Loan request through ILLiad to when they either received the item
or were notified that the item was not available. During the COVID closure, physical items were
significantly delayed – sometimes by months - in their processing, resulting in a substantial skewing of the
data. Both sets of data are included in the table below.
ILLiad Borrowing Request Timetable
Total Number of Selected Overall
Records
Average Time from Submitted to
Processing
Average Time from Sent to Notified
Average Total Time

19-20
(w/COVID)
4917

19-20
(w/o COVID)
3020

18-19

17-18

4156

4782

6.23 hours

17.06 hours

1.71 days

20.4 hours

8.64 days
8.9 days

3.07 days
3.81 days

3.40 days
5.15 days

3.4 days
4.3 days

The decrease from 5.15 days to 3.81 days is due at least in part to the implementation of RapidILL in July
2019. RapidILL requests were filled by the Rapid system within an average of 9 hours. This excludes any
time on our end that would have been spent adding the ISSN number to the request before routing it to
ILLiad. We can possibly further improve the overall 3.81 day ILLiad turnaround time by making the ISSN
a required field in all article requests. Anecdotally, many patrons, especially faculty, report receiving
articles within a few hours.
Additionally, having a Graduate Resource Sharing Assistant and an Access Services Associate working a
combined 38 hours a week continues to help us to get needed items to the Chatham community in a
timely manner. Requests are processed by our staff in less than a day. In addition, the days in the chart
above are calendar days, not business days, so this turnaround time really is quite quick.
It is also worth noting that this average turnaround time includes items that cannot be delivered
electronically, such as books and DVDs. Much also depends on the ability of our lending partners to fill
our requests, so the more specialized and unique a requested item is, the longer it takes to ensure that all
options for borrowing the item have been explored. This can extend the life of the request, slowing down
the turnaround time.
Borrowing: E-ZBorrow
As shown in the graph below, total E-ZBorrow borrowing requests in 19-20 increased by 5% from the
previous year. This is particularly impressive given that E-ZBorrow was turned off when everything shut
down due to the pandemic, so for 3.5 months, there was no borrowing. Comparing the number of

requests from July through February for 19-20 to 18-19 shows 1781 and 1352 respectively – a 31.7%
increase.
This increase is due in large part to marketing. In 18-19, we began a marketing campaign to increase
student awareness of the E-ZBorrow service and recommend it as a possible resource for acquiring
course materials. Most libraries do not purchase textbooks, so those would be hard to get, but E-ZBorrow
is an excellent resource for course materials that are not considered textbooks (e.g., literature,
supplementary materials, etc.). These efforts launched in spring 2019 and were in full effect for 19-20. We
hope that continued efforts to advertise E-ZBorrow for this purpose will help to save students money on
their course materials.
The fill rate dropped from 96% to 93%. This is an expected change both given the increased number of
requests for course books by multiple students in a course, as well as the number of requests placed and
then not filled because of the shutdown that happened due to COVID.
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Lending: ILLiad
The number of items we lend to other libraries through ILLiad is considerably less than the number we
borrow. Ideally, libraries’ lending and borrowing numbers should be close to equal, but we have always
been a significant net borrower. In order to work toward a better balance, in 18-19 we investigated which
of our subscription digital content can be shared through interlibrary loan and added that information to
the data other libraries can see about our holdings. In 18-19, we also started lending materials to
AccessPA libraries. This year, we filled 65 of the 77 requests we received through AccessPA. Then, in
19-20, we joined RapidILL, which routes many more lending requests our way (670 total requests, 426 of
which we were able to fill).
The chart below summarizes lending requests over the past 3 years. As can be seen, RapidILL has made
a huge difference in the number of requests we receive. We are still a huge net borrower (4678 filled
borrowing requests versus 828 filled lending requests), but the difference has dropped. Our next step will
be to add our eBook holdings into Rapid to increase lending of eBook chapters.
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Lending: E-ZBorrow
As shown in the graph below, E-ZBorrow book lending requests decreased by 22.5%, likely due entirely
to the E-ZBorrow shutdown as a result of the pandemic.
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Circulation and Reserves
Total Item Circulation
Total items checked out in 2019-20 decreased by 21.6% from the previous academic year, as shown in
the graph below. This is due entirely to the COVID-19 campus closure. The data for July – February of
both years actually shows a 4.4% increase.
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When checkouts are broken down by call number, literature and the social sciences make up 51% of our
total circulation (see graph below), a continuing trend.

Total Checkouts by Call Number
900-999 History &
Geography, 10%

000-099 General, 2%

100-199
Philosphy &
Psychology, 5%

200-299 Religion, 2%

800-899
Literature,
26%
700-799 Art,
21%

300-399
Social
Sciences,
25%

400-499
Language, 0%

500-599 Science &
600-699 Industry & Math, 3%
Technology, 7%

Graduate students, seniors, and items lent to other libraries (Resource Sharing) make up 65% of total
patron check outs (see chart below).

TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS AND PERCENTAGE BY
PATRON TYPE
First Year, 1% (302)

Alumni, 1%
(54)
Faculty and Staff, 9%
(1,521)

Sophomore,
9% (1,156)
Junior, 15% (1,086)

Resource
Sharing, 23%
(3,059)

Graduate
Student, 23%
(3,284)

Senior, 19%
(2,802)

Course Reserves
Items on course reserve circulated a total of 169 times, which continues a downward trend in course
reserves. 17-18 is a misleading year because a single course accounted for 444 of the checkouts. This
year’s decrease is due at least in part to COVID, but probably also the increasing ease of putting shorter
course readings into online courses as well as our marketing of E-ZBorrow as a way to get some course
materials.

Course Reserve Items
Checked out

Total
2019-2020

Total
2018-2019

Total
2017-2018

169

304

681

Library Website
-Prepared by Jocelyn Codner, Reference and Outreach Librarian, Dana Mastroianni, Reference
and Electronic Resources Librarian and Dan Nolting, Head of Technical Services

Website Redesign
In the Spring of 2019, the library embarked on a website redesign project to make much needed updates.
The process included community-wide surveys, targeted focus groups, and user experience testing. The
library staff formed a working committee of the Reference & Outreach Librarian, the Reference &
Electronic Resources Librarian, the Technical Services Assistant, and the Head of Technical Services.
The committee took the feedback from both the survey and focus groups and began sketching out a new
website homepage and organizational charts for the new design. By the end of 18-19, the committee and
library staff put together a new website ready for the last phase of testing before going live in fall 2019.
It features a concise site map, style guide, compressed images for optimal web usability, and efforts to
make it 100% ADA compliant are ongoing (as of March 2020 we were at 87%, which is a relatively
healthy figure).
After making a few changes based on user experience testing and Chatham community feedback, the
new JKM Library website went live in fall 2019. Feedback has been positive:
•

“This is much cleaner. I love it!” - Undergrad Student

•
•
•

“Also, watching this video was the first I’ve seen the new library website. It looks amazing! So
user friendly!” - Nursing Faculty
“I used the website last night researching for an upcoming presentation. I used many of the
functions and found them easy to use and the responses were quick. Great job!” - Nursing
Faculty
“I was able to find the link to NYT, which I never managed to do before!” - Student via Instagram

We continue to collect feedback about the new website and are able to make appropriate adjustments
when needed to provide users with a satisfactory and successful experience.
Subject Guides
The JKM Library continues to use LibGuides to promote library resources and services. During the library
website redesign in 2019, the LibGuides platform was essential in planning and structuring the new
design. Several new guides were created as part of the navigational structure of the website and the
majority of those new guides were in the top ten most used guides this year. Although the new
navigational guides contain elements of previous navigational guides, comparing use to last year is
difficult since many of the navigational guides from 2018-2019 no longer exist. However, of particular note
is Library Services Available during COVID-19 guide created in response to the move to all virtual
instruction in March 2020 and which placed in the top ten most used guides for the entire academic year.
Given that the COVID-19 guide was created late in the academic year, the utility of the LibGuides
platform allowed librarians to quickly create, disseminate, and update content as needed during an
uncertain and rapidly changing situation.
Further, with the migration to the Brightspace LMS, LibGuides’ Learning Tool Interoperability (LTI) feature
allowed for the library’s subject LibGuides to be embedded into the appropriate course. Instructional
Technology supplied the course prefixes by program and those prefixes were then entered in the
metadata section for the corresponding guide. For example, the Business & Economics LibGuide was
assigned the BUS and ECN course prefixes. Through the LTI setup, all Business and Economics courses
automatically have the Business & Economics guide associated with the course in Brightspace. Course
instructors still need to enable the option to have the guides accessible for their course, but do not have
to make choices on what part of the guide displays. By embedding subject guides directly into courses,
the hope is that students will more readily access library resources. Since the Brightspace LMS will be
fully adopted for the fall 2020 semester, the effects on LibGuide use and any subsequent rise in library
resource use will be reported next year.
Library Website Navigation Guides 2019-2020
Guide Name

2019-2020 Views

Student Publications in the JKM
Library

7683

Borrow from Other Libraries

4816

See My Subject Guide

4002

About the JKM Library

2643

Use Your Library

2642

Archives

2640

Intro to Library Research

1828

Library Services Available During
COVID-19 Closure

1029

Library Rooms & Spaces

1028

Teaching Support

932

Library Website Navigation Guides 2017-2019
Guide Name

2018-2019 Views

2017-2018 Views

Library Homepage

56772

1607

Circulation Desk

9887

10312

Library Rooms & Spaces

5663

7527

For Students

5219

5367

Search for Graduate
Capstones

3061

1964

Student Publication
Submission Procedures &
Policies

2576

2102

JKM Library Logins &
Accounts

2088

2484

Archives

1902

302

Search for Chatham Student
Work

1621

578

About the JKM Library

1317

1712

Subject and Course Guides
Guide Name

2019-2020 Views

2018-2019

ENG 105 Library Tutorial

2442

2650

Primary Sources

2329

1213

Occupational Therapy

1634

795

Nursing

1175

993

Counseling Psychology

697

585

Citation

684

614

Psychology

680

699

Open Educational Resources

417

51

Physical Therapy

383

1043

Business & Economics

340

401

Website Statistics
The library collects statistics on page views of the library website, blog, and LibGuides. Data for the past
three years can be seen in the chart below. Due to changes in our website server, page view data
beginning in May 2018 and continuing through 19-20 were pulled and aggregated from multiple sources.
We combined page views from our original URL, our backup URL, and from LibGuide CMS.
2019-20 page
2018-19 page
2017-18 page
views
views
views
62,032*
58,573*
65,675*
Main Website
72,704
72,275
68,054
LibGuides
5,361
3,737
5,549
Blog
140,097
134,585
139,278
Total
*data pulled from multiple sources due to shifting in server and change in CMS

Library Outreach
-Prepared by Jocelyn Codner, Reference and Outreach Librarian
“Thank you for letting me know and introducing me to a great book! The whole experience has been so
fun!”
~ 1/15/20 Email concerning our Clear This Display Contest from an undergraduate student
“Having you visit [our department meeting] was very helpful. Much appreciated!”
~ 3/11/20 Email from a faculty member
“Thanks for sharing these free resources! I didn't know they were available, so it's helpful to have this
information. I've shared them with my class. The optional textbook is much more expensive than the
required one, so it's nice to see that it's available for free.”
~ 4/29/20 Email from an adjunct faculty member in response to sending links for required course material
available as library eBooks
The JKM Library engages in a variety of outreach and marketing activities to increase awareness of
library resources and services, as well as to engage and encourage more students, faculty, and staff to
use the library. Our philosophy is that every encounter both inside and outside of the library is an
opportunity for service and library advocacy. We are always looking for new opportunities to do this kind
of work at all Chatham locations.
In 19-20, we continued our expanded Pop-Up Library and Librarian programs. We partnered with other
Chatham University departments to continue offering popular events in the library. We offered workshops,
attended orientations and resource fairs on campus, crafted engaging displays, and continued reaching
out to student organizations and other university departments for collaboration opportunities. We

continued our social media use for both the JKM Library and the University Archives & Special
Collections. More information can be found in the Archives & Special Collections section of this report.
During the COVID-19 closure, we increased our outreach to students, faculty, and staff by sending emails
with up-to-date information on library news and how to easily transition to a virtual classroom in regard to
the library’s digital resources and services. We worked hard to support the Chatham community during
the unexpected and challenging shift to virtual classrooms, finding required texts in eBook form, sharing
tutorials on how to use digital tools, scheduling Zoom research and instruction sessions, offering a
workshop to staff members on how to use the library’s digital resources, discussing engagement and
collaboration opportunities with other Chatham departments, creating virtual library displays, and
increasing general communications by email and social media.
We will continue to stay flexible and inventive with our outreach efforts as we navigate COVID-19 and the
changes it brings. A description of some of our new and continued outreach activities follows.
Library Newsletter
Each fall and spring semester, the library publishes a newsletter called Library News to update the
Chatham community on library resources and services. Typical articles include information about new
databases, events, tips for using library resources, information about the Archives & Special Collections,
and achievements of the library staff. The latest edition of Library News is available at:
http://libguides.chatham.edu/librarynews.
Displays and Exhibits
Library staff prepared many displays during 19-20. In-library displays were created by the Reference and
Outreach Librarian with help from other library staff and student workers. Most of the displays drew
heavily on the JKM Library’s book and film collection. In the spring of 2020, new virtual library displays
were developed to continue to bring the Chatham community valuable digital library resources during the
COVID-19 closure. By highlighting library materials, both digital and physical, we hope to improve
awareness and encourage greater use of library resources. The Archivist & Public Services Librarian
mounted an exhibit in the fall of 2019, and it is described in the Archives & Special Collections section of
this report.
The library maintains several permanent displays, the descriptions of which are below. All in-library
displays saw their checkout and engagement statistics affected in the spring of 2020 due to the JKM
Library building closing on March 14th. The library building remained closed throughout the end of the 1920 academic year.
Popular Reading
To support students interested in reading for fun and relaxation, the library provides a permanent
popular reading display. The contents of this display cycle both as books are checked out and as
materials that have been on display for more than two months are returned to the stacks. During
19-20, 100 items were checked out from this display, a 31.6% increase from 18-19 (76 items).
This increase is made even more impressive by the fact that on March 14th the library building
was closed and remained closed through the rest of the academic year. Physical items could not
be checked out, and physical in-library displays could not be browsed or viewed.
Suggestion/Comment Wall Display
In the past, the JKM Library made a suggestion box available for users of the library to write their
comments and suggestions on slips of paper to submit for consideration by library staff. In 2018,
the Library Director and the Reference & Outreach Librarian decided it would increase
engagement and excitement to convert a bare white wall into a chalkboard wall for library users to
write their comments and suggestions on. This wall sees a lot of positive attention with many
different comments. Most comments are positive, many ask very real questions about the library
that the library staff review and answer right on the wall, and some comments are fun remarks,
jokes, and silly doodles.

Faculty Publication Display
This permanent display highlights recent faculty publications. The contents are updated by
Reference Associates and the Reference & Outreach Librarian.
Global Focus: Year of Morocco
Each year, the contents of this display are rotated to correspond to the current Global Focus.
Books, DVDs, and other materials are included. During 19-20, 10 items were checked out, a 60%
decrease from 18-19 (25 items). This large decrease is due to the months the library building was
closed and physical items could not be checked out.
Feature Display
This display, while a permanent fixture on the first floor of the JKM Library, is the most flexible of
our displays. It includes both the larger Main Book Display table in the lobby area and the Vitrines
that welcome users as they enter the library. These two spaces change monthly to host library
and educational materials relevant to university-wide, national, or international celebrations and
activities, as well as fun themes created by library staff. The number of monthly displays and the
schedule with which they turn over changes yearly.
Virtual Library Displays
New in 2020, the JKM Library began creating Virtual Displays using LibGuides and comprised
entirely of digital resources accessible to the Chatham community. While these displays were
created in response to the library building closing, they will continue to be created and promoted
as a regular offering even after the building’s reopening. These displays include fiction, nonfiction,
and biography eBooks, relevant digital collections, databases, videos and films available for
streaming, archival and museum resources, relevant organization information, podcasts, music,
and more. Their virtual nature allows the library to broaden its reach to students who are unable
to view the traditional in-library displays. During 19-20, three Virtual Displays were created to
celebrate Heritage Months recognized by Chatham University. More are forthcoming.
The library featured 13 Monthly Feature Displays on both our Main Book Display and our Vitrines display
throughout the 19-20 year (see Appendix C for full list). Many of the displays corresponded with campus
diversity events, such as LGBTQIA+ History Month, Black History Month, Latinx Heritage Month, and
more. Other displays highlighted books to read for pleasure or were related to programs on campus.
Feature Displays incorporate library materials, fun visuals, and usually additional educational elements to
make viewing the display a well-rounded experience. Despite having less displays in 19-20 and seeing
less items checked out due to COVID-19 closures, the average number of items checked out per Feature
Displays increased to 6.1 in 19-20 from 4.5 in 18-19. See chart below for details.

Display Item Checkout Numbers
Year
2019-20
2018-19
2017-18

# of feature
displays
13
26
21

# of items checked
out
79
118
91

Average # of items checked out
per display
6.1
4.5
4.3

The Curriculum Collection features a display that changes periodically throughout the year and is
managed by the Access Services Associate. The displays feature materials from our Curriculum
Collection and have a focus on young readers. We do not track stats for this display.
The JKM Library continued to create and offer Interactive Displays to increase engagement with patrons.
During 19-20, the library featured three Interactive Displays, two in the library’s vestibule and one on the
first floor Art Wall. These displays range in purpose: informal surveys to gather information about our
users, opportunities to educate users on a topic in an interactive manner, or to draw attention to library
services and resources. At times they achieved all three. In 19-20 our interactive displays included:

•
•
•

An open-ended question about the cost of textbooks to survey the Chatham community on their
feelings around course material costs. These answers were consulted when considering the use
of OERs at Chatham.
An interactive graph asking users to plot datapoints that depict their personal relationship with
personal digital privacy. The results were later referenced in a library blog post that offered
resources on personal digital privacy.
An interactive bracket of library book covers that students could vote on as a way to have fun with
library materials and promote library books.

We continued to add to our digital crowd sourced project, titled “Whose Land Are You On”. This project,
introduced in November 2018, asked participants from both inside and outside of the Chatham
Community to use the digital tools provided to look up which specific Native American people originally
lived on the land that the individual participant grew up on. We then asked participants to drop a pin on a
collaborative digital map in that location and enter in the specific tribal information. The intention is to
educate people on whose land we are all living and walking on, and to help build a map of where we all
have come to Chatham from. We hope this project will encourage land acknowledgements as regular
practice. We will continue to promote this digital project in years to come. You can find the project at
https://library.chatham.edu/whoseland.
Display Engagement
Display engagement is tracked by the on-duty librarian at the reference desk who, when observing
patrons viewing or interacting with a display on the first floor, marks the engagement down on a chart. In
19-20, display engagement decreased by 36.4% (504) from 18-19 (793) due to the library building
closure.
By using our engagement numbers and our display checkout numbers, we can calculate display
conversion. This number lets us know how many of the people who engaged with our displays also
checked out an item. Conversion is used often in retail to calculate how many browsers are converted to
buyers. In 19-20, overall conversion for Feature Displays (Vitrines and Main Book Display) increased to
32.3% from 26.8% in 18-19, and overall conversion for the Popular Reading Display increased to 64% in
19-20 from 41.5% in 18-19. Not only are these conversion numbers impressive on their own, the large
increase over the previous academic year illustrates that displays have been increasing in their
effectiveness and are successful at encouraging meaningful library user interaction with library materials.
The chart below clearly shows which display spaces are most popular for library users, as well as which
months these displays had the most engagement. If we cross-reference with our display schedule, we
can see which display topics were the most popular and interesting to users.

Display Engagement Numbers for 2019-20
Month
Jul-19
Aug-19
Sep-19
Oct-19
Nov-19
Dec-19
Jan-20
Feb-20
Mar-20*
Apr-20

Vitrines
24
23
22
38
9
3
16
27
5
0

Main
Display
14
11
3
23
10
5
2
7
2
0

Popular Interactive
Reading
Display
27
0
16
4
16
4
29
3
18
8
8
5
19
1
15
0
8
1
0
0

New Books/
Year Of
6
12
6
18
7
2
7
6
3
0

Media
Player
0
0
0
5
2
0
1
0
0
0

Art
Wall
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

Monthly
Engagement
71
67
51
117
55
23
46
55
19
CLOSED

May-20
Jun-20
Total Display
Engagement

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

CLOSED
CLOSED

167

77

156

26

67

8

3

504

* The JKM Library building closed on March 14, 2020 and remained closed through June 2020 due to the
spread of COVID-19. Physical items could not be checked out, and displays could not be browsed by
patrons.

Social Media
Blog
Statistics for the library’s blog can be viewed in the Library Website section of this report. The blog has
been maintained for over nine years and remains a great place to expand on information concerning
library resources and events. Less formal than the newsletter but more in-depth than social media, the
blog lets library staff interact on a deeper level and in a timely fashion with patrons. Topics include book
and database recommendations, highlights of library and archives services, archives features,
announcements concerning changes to the library or our resources, profiles of new staff members, and
overviews of displays and library events.
Facebook Page
The JKM Library maintains a Facebook page where we post announcements and information about
resources, services, events and more. We started keeping track of the number of people who ‘like’ the
page in October 2010. In 19-20 we increased our Facebook “likes” by 13, bringing the total to 379.
Instagram
The JKM Library established an Instagram account (@jkmlibrary) in September of 2017. The library
shares images and videos concerning events, announcements, library displays, resources and services,
instruction, and more on the account. We have found that it is a particularly good way to connect with
students and colleagues. In 19-20 we increased Instagram “follows” by 72, bringing the total to 360. (See
Appendix C for examples of content shared to the account).
Spotify
The Library started a Spotify account in October 2017 as another way to reach out to our users. Library
staff and student workers contribute to Spotify playlists that correspond with library displays, offer an
introduction to library staff, or serve special purposes such as study playlists. Students enjoy contributing
to these playlists. Collecting data on Spotify usage is difficult, so we maintain this account purely for fun
as a way to meet our patrons where they are. In the past we have collaborated with student groups and
outside organizations to create fun playlists that promote local musicians or are built around a specific
theme. This has proven to be a fun cross-promotional activity for the library and our partners. Our account
followers have slowly grown over the years, and we continue to get engagement with our playlists.
We created five new custom playlists in 19-20, and currently have 31 followers. The current top three
most popular playlists are:
•
•
•

“Presenting, the Ladies of Pittsburgh!” (25 followers)
“Chatham Student Study Playlist vol. 1” (9 followers)
“Native American Heritage Month” playlist (7 followers)

The account can be found here:
https://open.spotify.com/user/fuwu26wdwqq6ums8xs4utraq5?si=QRl51pbASUiKjGlj6eJ_qQ

Resource Fairs and other Campus Events
In order to increase library awareness, librarians attend a variety of resource and orientation fairs. At
these events librarians interact with students, staff, and faculty. Informational handouts about the library,
including brochures and fliers, are distributed.

Events
Pop-Up Libraries
Pop-Up Libraries allow librarians to leave the library building and meet users where they are around
campus. Librarians take books and materials outside of the physical library and set up temporary library
spaces at different locations on the Shadyside and East Side campuses. The purpose of these pop-up
libraries is to increase library awareness and contact with students who may not visit the physical library
often. Librarians are able to answer questions about materials, resources, and services, conduct on-thespot reference and research assistance, and check out materials brought with them to Chatham
community members. This is made possible by the web-based nature of the library’s ILS, Koha, which
can be accessed via the internet on any device allowing librarians to check materials out to patrons
anywhere there is an internet connection. We held three Pop-Up Libraries in 19-20.
Pop-Up Librarians
This outreach approach is similar to Pop-Up Libraries in that librarians are leaving the physical library
building and meeting our users where they are. The difference is that these events are meant to bring
specific reference and research help to the Eastside and Eden Hall campuses, where there is no
permanent physical library presence. Librarians are able to answer questions about materials, resources,
and services, and conduct on-the-spot reference and research assistance. While we had to cancel
several events in 2020 due to COVID-19 closures, we still held 11 Pop-Up Librarian events in 19-20: ten
Pop-Ups at Eastside and one at Eden Hall. This is only one less than in 18-19, in which we held 12.
The Day of the Dead Celebration Series – Monday, October 21 & Thursday, November 7, 2019
The JKM Library was very excited and proud to partner with the Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion,
Modern Languages, and Counseling Services for the second year in a row to offer a Day of the Dead
event series. This series’ goal is to educate the Chatham community about the international holiday and
offer multiple ways to examine grief, death, and honoring loved ones who have passed. The first event
involved an educational presentation and workshop offered by one of the Spanish language classes
(LNG261). Attendees learned the history of the Day of the Dead and decorated an ofrenda, or altar, in
honor of personal loved ones and three people/groups that the Chatham community previously voted on
to be in a place of honor. In 19-20, the Chatham community voted to honor Trans Women of Color Killed
in 2019, Victims of Gun Violence, and the Tree of Life Victims. The second event, led by Counseling
Services, was a conversation about grieving techniques and honoring loved ones. Each event offered
traditional Day of the Dead food and was hosted in the JKM Library. Over 50 participants attended the
series (an increase over 2018’s events), as well as members of the local press. We look forward to
continuing to offer these events in the future.
International Edible Book Festival – Monday, March 30, 2020 CANCELED
The ninth annual International Edible Book Festival was canceled due to COVID-19. This is a longrunning annual event, co-sponsored by the JKM Library and Chatham’s Food Studies program. Our
eighth year (2019) was the most successful International Edible Book Festival hosted by Chatham to
date, and we are excited to return to this tradition in 2021.

Collection development
-Prepared by Dana Mastroianni, Reference and Electronic Resources Librarian and Dan Nolting,
Head of Technical Services
“tremendous additions, jocelyn et al. as always, many thanks for ALL you do”
11/13/19. Faculty. Email.

New Books and Media
149 new items were purchased in 2019-2020 (142 books, 4 eBooks, and 3 DVD titles), plus 92 highquality titles being gifted to the library, making 241 additions to the circulating collections. With 188 titles
being removed, there has been a modest gain of 53 titles (compared to 1,288 titles being removed last
year in an aggressive weeding campaign)
In school year 19-20 $6,123 was spent on the 149 new books, DVDs, and eBooks (last year: $6,692/224)
Vendor
Amazon

Total cost

Amt. of titles

Avg. per title

889.46

32

27.80

Direct orders

1,628.00

11

148.00

Gobi/Yankee Book Peddler/Ebsco

3,605.20

106

33.80

6,122.66

149

41.09

Format

Total cost

Amt. of titles

Avg. per title

Books

5084.55

142

35.81

eBooks

704.29

4

176.07

DVDs

333.82

3

111.27

149

41.09

6,122.66

Core Departmental Orders - the below chart shows the average amount spent per subject/department

Crossover Subjects - the below chart shows the number of tiles that legitimately cross-over between more
than one core subject

Deletions
188 titles were removed from the library this year (compared to 1218 last year)
Grand Totals for All Cataloged Materials
This includes everything in the catalog: books, media, student publications, print periodicals and
microforms, but NOT including anything currently being processed or non-monographic items in Archives
and Special Collections.

In 19-20 the number of titles increased from last year’s 97,602 to 97,941
Items/volumes added:

Items/Vols.
held June
30, 2019*

Titles
added:

New:

150

149

Gifts:

105

92

Student publications:
286

286

Titles held
June 30,
2019*

Vols.
Added
FY19-20

Titles added
FY19-20

Volume
s
withdra
wn
FY1920

145,194

97,602

541

527

191

Titles
withdrawn

Net Total
items/vols
. as of
7/1/20

7/1/20

FY19-20

188

Net Total
Titles as
of

145,544

97,941

Titles net increase: + 339
Volumes (items) net increase: + 350
Repairs
There were 68 major book restorations for in-demand/popular titles (103 last year) - based on today's
prices, making at least $2,788 saved.
Student Publications
286 student publications were added
•
•
•
•

5 Dissertations
75 Theses
130 Graduate Capstones
76 Undergraduate Capstones

Use: Online
889 Total views / avg time 16:30
•
•
•
•

Dissertations: 32 / 8:15
Theses: 199 / 23:00
Grad Capstones: 642 / 19:30
Undergrad.: 16 / 16:00
In Print (in person)
58 Total requests

•
•
•

Dissertations: 4
Theses: 21
Grad Capstones: 14

•

Undergrad.: 19

Gifts
92 high quality titles were donated to the library, notably from Prof. Deb Rubin along with many new
additions to our textbook collection from graduating and former students.
(269 total donations last year)
Serials
Print Serials
•

Beginning September 30th, 2019, the daily newspaper Pittsburgh Post-Gazette reduced its print
to Thursdays, Fridays, and Sundays only.

Use: 675 physical serials were pulled off the shelves for access
•
•

409 Current titles
266 Bound/older titles

There was a notable increase in the use of current tiles (409 compared with 167 last year), despite the
closing of the library in mid-March. This can be best explained as an increase of interlibrary loan
requests, more accurate recording, more general use, or a mixture of all.
The most used current titles were: Science (21), JAMA (17), Consumer reports (10), Rolling stone (9),
and The Chronicle of higher education (7)
Chart showing monthly use spikes:

Although the cost of many individual print serial tiles came down - due to decreases in frequency
and paper content - the overall total price still increased

Title

Use (201920)

Last year use 2019-20 invoice
(18-19)
price

2018-19 price

Academe.

0

1

95

98

Adbusters

4

0

95

110

Advertising age

0

0

169

113

Architectural record

1

0

0

72

Artforum

0

0

70

78

ARTnews

1

0

60

32

Bloomberg Businessweek

1

2

75

75

Carnegie

0

0

15

30

Chronicle of higher education

7

3

139

100

10

3

30

37

Economist

3

0

189

152

Edible Allegheny

3

3

24

39

Film Quarterly

2

1

361

343

Forbes

1

8

45

51

Fortune.

0

2

70

70

Gastronomica

0

0

490

429

Hospitality design: HD

0

0

79

86

JAAPA

1

0

644

835

JAMA

17

2

1490

1386

Journal of allied health.

0

0

120

124

Journal of Environmental
Psychology*

4

4

934

934

Journal of interior design

0

0

823

783

Journal of Marital and Family Therapy

1

0

682

649

Journal of the American Planning
Association

0

0

608

608

Landscape Architecture

0

0

178

178

Metropolis

0

0

20

31

Middle East Journal

1

0

300

300

Modern fiction studies

0

0

190

195

Consumer reports

Nation

6

1

111

114

Nature Conservancy Magazine

0

0

10

25

New York Review of Books

1

1

90

91

124

61

1053

1049

New Yorker

3

1

100

100

Pennsylvania History

0

0

236

231

Pennsylvania Magazine of History &
Biography

1

0

137

142

Pittsburgh Business Times

4

0

140

152

Pittsburgh Magazine

1

5

18

30

119

39

427

427

9

2

60

60

21

3

2148

1971

Sight and sound

3

1

101

110

Social Service Review

0

0

363

345

Time magazine

1

1

76

77

61

19

426

444

Western Pennsylvania History

0

1

50

55

Wired.

2

3

24

30

Totals 409

167

13,565

13,391

New York times

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
Rolling stone
Science.

Wall Street Journal

Online Journals (not part of a database)
Title
Choice - Current Reviews for Academic Libraries
Chronicle of Higher Education

2019 Invoice

2018 Invoice

680

664

2,425

2,349

Ecopsychology

1,050

981

Food & Foodways

1,406

1,326

JAMA*

1,490

n/a* new addition

Journal of Agriculture Food Systems and Community
Development

336

320

Journal of Communication

630

630

Journal of Environmental Psychology

934

934

Journal of Green Building

739

709

Journal of Nursing Education

663

638

Journal of Occupational Science

564

532

Journal of Occupational Therapy Schools & Early Intervention

407

384

Journal of Orthopedic and Sports Physical Therapy

705

675

New England Journal of Medicine

3,960

3,765

Occupational Therapy in Health Care

1,009

952

901

850

Physical & Occupational Therapy in Geriatrics

1,556

1,468

Physical & Occupational Therapy in Pediatrics

2,140

1,945

Sex Roles

2,586

2,585

0

15

554

523

$24,735

$22,245

Occupational Therapy in Mental Health

SNAP: Sweets News and Products

(discontinued)

Topics in Stroke Rehabilitation
total:

Databases
Five databases were added this year, bringing library holdings to 75 databases. Four database
subscriptions were a result of the JKM Library’s membership in PALCI; Academic Video Online, Adam
Matthew Primary Source Collections, Oxford Scholarship Online, and SAGE Knowledge. A subscription to
Food Studies Online was purchased by the library for the Food Studies program. Total databases
holdings bring Full Text Electronic Journal holdings to 94,367 titles and eBook holdings to 652,569 titles.
For a third consecutive year, overall database use declined. Usually, a correlation between declining
instruction session numbers and declining database use is seen, however with the competing factors of
increased instruction sessions, but a move to all virtual instruction in March, it is difficult to project if
database use may have increased if the academic year would have concluded as normal. Some shift in

the numbers can also be attributed to tweaks in the Counter Code of Practice which provides the
parameters for use reporting adopting new metrics.
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Archives and Special Collections
-Prepared by Molly Tighe, Archivist and Public Services Librarian
I would like to thank Molly Tighe at Chatham University Archives, Pittsburgh, for access to papers and
photographs on very short notice.”
Rowena Rae, author of “Rachel Carson and Ecology for Kids”:

Archives
Mission Statement
The University Archives housed in the Jennie King Mellon Library at Chatham University serves to collect,
preserve, and make available records and information of continuing value to the Chatham community.
These materials document the history and growth of Chatham University from a small women’s college to
a thriving coeducational institution and highlight the activities of Chatham’s faculty, staff, students, and
alumni. In support of the university’s educational mission, we strive to work closely with faculty and
provide students with opportunities to learn about the research value of archival materials.
Reference
To ensure that the Archives and Special Collections were accessible to the Chatham community, regular
office hours for drop-in research visits were offered during 2019-20. Following the reorganization of the
workspace relating to Covid-19, research assistance shifted seamlessly to a remote environment.
Research assistance is available through appointments and through remote reference, two options that
continue as our patron’s most popular method of receiving reference assistance with Archives & Special
Collections.

Archives & Special Collections Reference Statistics, 19-20
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During the 19-20 academic year, 281 reference questions were recorded, 117 research consultations,
and 124 research consultation hours. Our busiest month was October, with 82 reference questions, 22
research consultations, and 15 research consultation hours. Prior to the university shutdown in March,
the number of reference questions had increased by 33% and reference consultations had increased by
44% from the same point in the prior year. Overall, the number of reference questions decreased by 8%
from the previous year, the number of research consultation hours decreased by 9%, and the number of
research consultations increased by 5%. Over 65% of patrons contact the archives through email.

Research Topics and Patron Types
The Archives & Special Collections continued to receive a variety of questions from Chatham community
members as well as many outside researchers.

Archives & Special Collections
Total Reference by Patron Type
Alums (14)
Faculty (14)

17%

6%

6%

Outside Researcher (80)
32%

Staff (95)
Students (41)

39%

Chatham University staff and Outside Researchers were the top patron groups for 19-20, accounting for
71% of all patrons. While the number of outside researchers remained consistent with 18-19, the number
of questions received by staff increased by 50%. The percentage of student patrons dropped from the alltime high reported in 18-19 by 13%, with a likely cause being the interruption resulting from the pandemic.
Chatham University staff and administrators represent 39% of all reference questions received in 19-20.
Staff questions come from a variety of offices on campus and most frequently from Marketing &
Communications, which accounts for 43% of all staff questions.
Our diverse patron population continued to present a variety of interesting queries. Highlights are
detailed below:
Students

-

Utilized a wide variety of collection materials as part of a text analysis assignment in ENG105
Conducted research about the history of the campus police/public safety to complement field
experience
Examined landscape drawings and photograph collections to gather information about campus
water features
Examined materials on Rachel Carson for a documentary filmmaking class assignment
Became engaged with topics including campus buildings and ghost stories in response to social
media postings

Faculty
Staff
-

-

Requested reproductions relating to campus buildings and grounds
Inquired about the history of the health sciences programs and requested images to use in
presentation
Requested information on past commencement speakers

Assorted requests for reproductions (200+), information, and resources to support Chatham’s
150th anniversary celebration including the commemorative issue of the Alumni Recorder, the
documentary film production and content, and logistical needs relating to the anniversary gala
exhibits
Investigated the history of the international programs and requested reproductions for use in an
exhibit highlighting examples of global engagement throughout Chatham history
Requested reproductions for a wide variety of projects including greeting cards for alumni, use in
campus publications, etc.
Inquired about campus history, buildings, curriculum, activities, and alumni

Outside Researchers:
-

Requested information on former students as part of family genealogy or regional history
research
Inquired about the past faculty members as part of inquiry relating to Latinx community in
academia
Researched Rachel Carson and her contemporaries

Collection Management
The management of archival collections includes the development of functioning policy documents, the
administration of grant projects, identification and use of technology to capture evolving records formats,
and effective methods of collection cataloging and preservation. Activities that occurred during 19-20 in
each of these core functions are outlined below.
Updated Archives Policies & Procedures
•
•

Drafted new Web Archiving Policy in response to growth in web-based collecting
Created and implemented use of new Loan Modification Form

Council on Independent Colleges Grants
Consortium on Digital Resources for Teaching and Research Grant & Consortium Development Grant
During 19-20, the Archives and Special Collections successfully achieved goals outlined in its application
for the Council on Independent Colleges (CIC) Consortium Development Grant in 14-15 and in its
application in 18-19. These goals include the expansion of classroom use of archival resources and the
extension of cross-campus collaborations that make use of digital collection material. To meet these
goals, the staff of the Chatham Archives enhanced the catalog of digital material available for classroom
use, focusing on the digitization of and access to archival material and student newspaper collections.

Building upon grant project successes in 18-19, staff of the Chatham Archives managed all aspects of
outsourced digitization of 6734 pages of the Chatham student newspapers, comprised of 1169 individual
issues, including quality assessment and image processing, upload to both access and file preservation
tools, and metadata creation to ensure patron access. An additional 946 pages of student newspapers,
comprised of 46 individual issues, were digitized in-house with upload and metadata creation being
completed in the fall of 2019. In December 2019, the Chatham University Student Newspaper Collection
was published on the open web through Artstor Public and efforts to improve item-level access through
metadata creation continued in the spring of 2020. In June 2020, the Chatham University Student
Newspaper Collection was published to a new, more far-reaching platform: JSTOR Community
Collections. Efforts to improve functionality and searchability of the Chatham Student Newspaper
Collections on JSTOR are continuing.
Support from the CIC Consortium Development Grant facilitated the digitization of audio-visual materials
from the Chatham Archives, including 35 items spanning the Chatham Historical Film Collection, Song
Contest Recordings, Found Footage Collection, and Day Camp Footage Collection which were published
through Artstor Public in December 2019. An additional selection of 76 media items were digitized in 1920 through CIC support, including materials that document international performances by the Chatham
Choir, footage of the first Chatham Women’s Hockey Team, a Suffrage commemoration parade with
Chatham students, and more. Efforts to describe and make accessible these digitized materials are
continuing into 20-21.
Throughout 19-20, the Archives and Special Collections sustained collaboration with the Chatham Center
for Regional Agriculture, Food, and Transformation (c.r.a.f.t.) and the Film and Media Studies program
through regular collection updates and an increased level of classroom-based instruction sessions using
digitized collection material. Additionally, the Archivist built a new collaboration with faculty from the
English Literature and Women’s Studies programs, including instruction sessions in fall 2019 and spring
2020 that focused on the use of online media and student newspaper collections. As part of an effort to
continue building cross-campus collaborations though access to digitized archival material, the Archivist
sought input from faculty with the Chatham Choir to identify recordings with the highest potential for inclass use.
The CIC Consortium Development grant supported the engagement of a temporary Project Assistant to
assist with digitization, description, and access to collection materials. With a term that began in 18-19,
the Project Assistant successfully completed a wide range of grant tasks and ensured compliance with
established project timelines.
Continuing with the efforts to broaden the use of the grant-funded software tools to ensure access to
collection materials, several collections were cataloged, updated, and made available on Artstor,
including:
-

Chatham University Student Newspapers Collection (accessible here and here)
Chatham Day Camp Footage Collection (accessible here)
Chatham Historical Film Collection (accessible here)
Chatham Found Footage Collection (accessible here)
Chatham Course Catalogs Collection (accessible here)

Additional work to provide updated access to the Arthur G. Smith Collection through use of Forum,
Artstor, and JSTOR platforms.
Accession Management
Accession management includes collection of records with long-term value to the Chatham community
and documentation of materials accepted into the University Archives. Highlights during 19-20 include:
-

19 linear feet of records from the Chatham Office of the President,
2 linear feet of material from Chatham Student Government,

-

Assorted records and donations relating to Chatham University’s response to and experience of
the Covid-19 pandemic.

In response to the global coronavirus pandemic, a special initiative was launched to record the impact of
COVID-19 on Chatham University, the campus response to the pandemic, and the stories of the students,
faculty, staff, and alumni that have been impacted. The Covid-19 Collection Project activities included the
creation of an online forum for community deposits to the collection, a renewal of web archiving activities,
and ongoing accruals of campus updates, notices, and communications about the impact of the pandemic
on the Chatham community.
Efforts to collect materials from faculty and staff, both those moving offices and those leaving the
university, have been successful. Regular, small accruals from donors have continued in 19-20, as has
the collection of media items relating to campus events and artifacts relating to campus athletics.
Despite the continuing success of efforts to encourage staff and faculty to transfer records of long-term
value to the University archives, a majority of the materials acquired from administration, staff, and faculty
over the past several years remain inaccessible to researchers and unaffected by preservation efforts due
to lack of adequate staffing. In addition to records acquired during 19-20, the unprocessed backlog of
materials includes records from the tenure of President Barazzone, the Business Office, the Board of
Trustees, Academic Affairs, and the alumni donor community. Over one terabyte of digital event videos,
which are particularly vulnerable to catastrophic loss, are among these unprocessed collections.
Preservation Management
Preservation management includes all aspects of the administration, implementation, and oversight of the
preservation of materials in the University Archives. This includes all activities related to preservation
digitization, storage condition monitoring, preservation housing, and use of rare, unique, and historical
items.
The above mentioned Council of Independent College (CIC) grants permitted the digitization of selected
student newspapers in 19-20. The Archives continued this grant-funded digitization project by managing
the vendor reformatting of exactly 274 issues of the Chatham student newspaper, covering the years
1988 through 2018 and 2500 pages. This same grant funding supported the digitization of an additional
selection of 44 open reel audio recordings and 32 video cassettes. All grant-funded digital assets were
received and uploaded to Amazon Glacier and OneDrive for storage.
Monitoring of the storage environment for digital and analog collections in Archives & Special Collections
continued in 19-20. Efforts to address wide fluctuations of humidity in storage areas, such as the
purchase of an additional humidifier, provided some beneficial effect and monitoring equipment was
repaired. Temperature and humidity levels recorded in collection storage areas are of continuing
concern.
To alleviate exhaustion of the campus server allotment, the use of Amazon Glacier for large, preservation
master files has continued in 19-20. The total amount of material on Amazon Glacier at the end of 19-20
amounted to 6.9 terabytes of material, an increase of 2 terabytes of material from 18-19.
Access and Outreach
Outreach
Chatham University Archives continues to utilize proven methods of connecting with patrons while also
engaging new audiences through an active outreach program. These activities include the creation of
collection access tools, exhibitions that promote collection engagement, and targeted efforts to expand
the patron group by delivering content to a wide variety of collection users. Of particular note among the
outreach activities of 19-20 are the efforts relating to Chatham’s 150th anniversary celebration, which
include both a social media campaign and museum-like exhibits at the anniversary gala and in the JKM
Library lobby that engaged a broad stakeholder community in the history of the university.

As the repository for materials with long-term relevance
to the Chatham community, the University Archives was
closely integrated into efforts surrounding the
celebration of the 150th anniversary of the founding of
the institution. The Archivist worked closely with
Chatham’s Marketing & Communications department on
the production of a documentary video charting the
course of university history from its founding to the
present day. This work included an on-camera
interview about the early history of the school,
coordination and collaboration with Vinegar Hill
production company to capture footage of material in
the archives, and the provision of photograph
reproductions for use in the documentary.
Additionally, the Archivist served as a major contributor to the success of the 150th Anniversary Gala by
producing multiple “mini-museum” exhibits, a feature of the gala entertainment offerings. These exhibits
required display cases that were procured by the Archivist shortly before the event as well as the curation
of the exhibit contents to highlight topics of special interest to gala attendees.

As a primary contributor to Chatham’s 150th anniversary celebration, the Archives and Special Collections
initiated a social media campaign, titled #150throwbacks, in 18-19 and the program continued to be a
major success in 19-20. Using two new channels on Facebook and Instagram, the #150throwbacks
campaign ran from January 2019 to December 2019. The channels continued to attract new followers at
a steady pace in 2020.

Followers and Page Likes for Archives & Special
Collections Channels

Archives & Special
Collections posts
received 858 likes on
Facebook and 8584
likes on Instagram.
Facebook page likes
increased by 35% and
Instagram page
follows increased by
43% over the course
of 19-20.

Facebook (page likes)

Jul 20
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Apr 20

Instagram (page follows)

Post Likes Per Month

Facebook Likes

Instgram Likes

Outreach content created for the #150throwbacks social media
campaign was also presented in a rotating display on the JKM
Library lobby art wall. Six distinct presentations on the art wall
promoted the 150th anniversary celebration and delivered historical
content to patrons who don’t use social media. The capture of the
display installation using stop motion video served to enhance buzz
surrounding new presentations.
As part of an effort to engage students in the 150th anniversary
celebration, the Archives created a set of coloring pages derived
from images in the historical image collections. Made available to
on-campus students through a display in the JKM Library lobby
and off-campus patrons by download from an online collection
portal, the coloring pages aimed to integrate stress-relieving
activities such as coloring with archival collection materials.
As culmination of the #150throwbacks campaign, the Archivist curated an exhibit presenting original
artifacts alongside bonus material from the collections that expanded upon and enhanced the social
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media displays. Situated in the vitrines near the entrance to the JKM Library, the exhibit was on view
from August – December 2019.
The Archives & Special
Collections continued to broaden
its community of users through
attendance at the Historic
Pittsburgh Fair at Carnegie
Library, an annual event that
invites members of the public to
explore collections from all
contributing repositories.

The Archives & Special Collections collaborated with Facilities Management/Arboretum staff to conduct a
tour of campus for 25 students in an OSHER Lifelong Learning Institute, highlighting the history of
campus buildings and grounds through the use of archival photographs and teaching tools.

The Archivist participated in “Out of the Archives: Pittsburgh Revealed,” a presentation of archival films
from local repositories and a Q & A with collection stewards that was showcased as part of the annual
Three Rivers Film Festival. The Archives completed a loan of collection material to the Heinz History for
exhibition in the “Vietnam War: 1945-1975” exhibit. As part of the campus-wide Women’s History Month
celebration, the Archives collaborated to present records documenting the first Black women to attend
Chatham in the JKM Library vestibule and on the Archives social media channels.
The Archives and Special Collections exhibition program in 19-20 included the presentation of recently
preserved media items. Featured media items included footage of the 1966 commencement address
made by then United States Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, which was presented with closecaptioning and with audio-enabled headphones. Additionally, footage of former Chatham President
Rebecca Stafford titled “Issues for the 90s” was presented in the JKM Library lobby with close captioning
and audio-enabled headphones. A post on the JKM Library blog enhanced this footage with documents
and analysis to engage off-campus patrons.
A blog post providing insight into the university’s response to the 1918 pandemic and drawing
comparisons to the campus closure in 2020 was particularly popular, achieving the second highest
number of page views (after the blog landing page) and being the most frequently used entrance to the
library blog over the course of the year.
Articles about the Song Contest Recordings Collection and about 150th anniversary celebrations were
contributed to the JKM Library newsletter. The development of web exhibits using Omeka software,
including features on Chatham presidents and on Rachel Carson, remain in development. Content from

the Archives and Special Collections were shared through the JKM
Library LCD screen display, The Library Newsletter and the JKM
Library blog.
To encourage contribution to the Chatham University Archives
Covid-19 Collection project, the Archivist produced and distributed
information encouraging contributions from faculty, staff, students,
and the broader Chatham community. These efforts include social
media posts, website features, and content for campus
newsletters. Additionally, the Archivist contributed to an article
published in the Mid-Atlantic Archivist about the efforts of
Pittsburgh-area archival repositories to provide access to
documentation of the Covid-19 pandemic on a local level.
In response to the coronavirus pandemic, the Archives & Special Collections sought to utilize collection
materials to support community wellness and engagement with collection materials using a variety of
online formats. Coalesced into a new “Fun & Games in the Archives” guide, these efforts included the
creation of digital puzzles using images from the university archives, BuzzFeed quizzes titled “Which
Historic Campus Building Are You” and “Which Chatham President Are You” and repurposed collectionderived coloring pages. The “Fun & Games in the Archives” guide also included a selection of historical
images prepared for use as a virtual meeting background and that were featured in a Bloomberg.com
article (link) about the transition to remote work environment.
To support the university-wide Day of Sharing 2020, the Archivist produced a pre-recorded video about
Chatham history that enhanced digital event offerings. The webinar, titled “Navigating the Chatham
University Digital Archives,” included a survey of historical photographs, reformatted film and video, and
assorted documentary material dating from the founding of the university to the present day. The webinar
served to introduce a broad set of patrons to historical material about the university and to foster pride in
the university community.
Building upon the success of the Day of Sharing video, the Archivist served as a speaker for the Alumni
Webinar series produced by Alumni Affairs. The webinar, which attracted 23 alumni who viewed
remotely, covered online access to collection material and included a special focus on materials relating
to the class of 1970.
A new brochure, outlining materials available from the Archives & Special Collections was produced in
19-20 in collaboration with the JKM Library Reference & Outreach Librarian. Outreach efforts also
included the production of a new handbill/flyer promoting the purchase of notecards from the Archives &
Special Collections, the creation of a new, online notecard order form, and efforts to place notecards for
sale at the campus bookstore.
Notices were also placed in The Mid-Atlantic Archivist, the newsletter for the Mid-Atlantic Regional
Archives Conference, about online access to oral history recordings (summer 2019) and the 150th
anniversary celebration activities (fall 2019). The spring 2020 issue included an article by the Archives &
Special Collection Pitt Partners Intern about her work at Chatham. In fall 2019, an article was published in
the newsletter of the Western Pennsylvania & West Virginia Chapter of the Association of Research
Libraries about contributions from the Archives & Special Collections to the Chatham 150th anniversary
celebration.
Access
As part of the ongoing efforts to improve access to collection materials, a new initiative to integrate finding
aids from the Chatham Archives into OCLC’s Archive Grid was launched in 18-19. Archive Grid is a
union catalog of over four million finding aids published across the world. At the close of 19-20, twentytwo Chatham finding aids were accessible through Archive Grid. In addition, eight new finding aids were
added to the JKM Library catalog, including those for: the Rachel Carson Institute, the Student Handbook
Collection, the Music Department Collection, the Faculty Meeting Minutes Collection, the Faculty Manuals

Collection, the Minor Bird Collection, the Catherine R. Miller Collection, and the Chatham University
Center for Regional Agriculture, Foodways, and Transformation. Efforts to continue integrating finding
aids into Historic Pittsburgh continue into 20-21.
In 19-20, Chatham University Archives & Special Collections participated in a pilot project to provide
access to collections in JSTOR Forum collections management system through a new, open collection
portal called JSTOR Open Community Collections. Three collections from the Chatham Archives were
published in JSTOR Open Community Collections, the Minor Bird Collection, the Eden Hall Architectural
Plans and Drawings Collection, and the Chatham University Student Newspaper Collection. The JSTOR
Open Community Collections provides an intuitive user interface and an enhanced reach to a broader
audience than with Artstor Public. Keyword searching, anticipated to be rolled out in 20-21, will further
enhance the access to these collections. As the first pilot project participant to successfully complete
publication of collections on JSTOR, the Chatham University Minor Bird Collection has been featured by
JSTOR in efforts to promote the expansion of the Open Community Collections platform.
As part of an ongoing collaboration with the Chatham University Center for Regional Agriculture,
Foodways, and Transformation (c.r.a.f.t.), the Chatham University Archives implemented software
framework to support the use of the Oral History Metadata Synchronizer (OHMS) tool produced and
released as open source by the University of Kentucky. Requiring a subscription to a cloud hosted server
and an assortment of technical maneuvers, the technological framework to support the online display of
oral history recordings alongside timestamped and indexed transcripts is in place. The collaboration with
c.r.a.f.t. to provide this enhanced access is ongoing.
Access to media and student newspaper collections were enhanced in 19-20 with support from a Council
of Independent Colleges Grant. Forty-four audio recordings of the Chatham Choir, including a
performance in Lucca, Italy in 1972 and Candlelight performances ranging in date from 1957 to 1989,
were digitized through a third-party vendor and efforts are underway to make them accessible online.
Additionally, 32 video recordings, including footage of campus events and the hockey team, were likewise
digitized and being cataloged to facilitate patron access.
Also, 7680 pages of archival student newspapers, covering 1215 individual issues, were uploaded to a
collections management system and published for online access on both Artstor and JSTOR Community
Collections. This collection of student newspapers includes issues digitized in 18-19 as well as 3435
pages, covering 274, issues that were digitized in 19-20 through a third-party vendor and 946 pages,
covering 46 issues, that were digitized in-house. Links to these materials were added to the archives web
page to ensure patron access.
In response to the global coronavirus pandemic, the Chatham University Archives implemented several
new strategies to enhance access to digital collections. These efforts included the creation of a set of
“How-To” videos that provide step-by-step guidance on the use of digitally accessible archival material
including browsing, searching, accessing (Chatham logins only), and downloading material from the
Internet Archive and Artstor. An additional video describing finding aids provides guidance on the use,
purpose, and availability of collection finding aids from the archives. To complement these videos, a blog
post providing an overview of online collections and several social media posts were published to raise
awareness of these new resources to assist digital resource discovery.
Due to the increased use of web-arching tools to document the campus response to the coronavirus, the
Archives conducted a thorough review of web-based collection metadata and updated descriptions to
support use and discovery. These efforts are ongoing.
Chatham University Image Collection for Historic Pittsburgh Project
Archival collections published to Historic Pittsburgh chronicle Chatham students, faculty, and community
through photographic depictions of academics, events, student life, and social activities occurring
throughout the university’s history. Our goal in this online partnership is to create a resource for students,
faculty, alumni, and other interested parties to learn more about Chatham’s history, to connect the history
of Chatham to the history of the region, and to reach new audiences. An important venue for engaging

online patrons with materials in the Chatham University Archives, Historic Pittsburgh presents materials
from the Chatham University Archives alongside materials from larger, local archival repositories. Of the
3316 patrons who viewed material from the Chatham Archives on Historic Pittsburgh, 2637 were new
patrons, representing a 22% and a 29% increase respectively over the views in 18-19.

Image collections published to Historic Pittsburgh include:
Chronological Photograph Files Collection, May Day Collection,
Shadyside Campus Lantern Slide Collection, and the Collection on
Rachel Carson. The Chronological Photograph Files Collection
remained Chatham’s most popular image collection on Historic
Pittsburgh, generating 82% of the total page views. These collections
can be viewed at: http://historicpittsburgh.org/.

One of the Most Popular Chatham Items on Historic
Pittsburgh in 19-20
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Participation in Historic Pittsburgh facilitated
harvesting of Chatham University Archives
image collections into the Digital Public Library
of America (DPLA). DPLA is a project aiming
to provide public access to digital holdings
through a large-scale digital library. The 592
images from Chatham are accessible on
DPLA here. During 19-20, DPLA viewers
clicked on Chatham images 61 times.

Finding aids for Chatham collections were first
added to Historic Pittsburgh for the first time in
18-19. Among these 14 finding aids, the Eden
Hall Farm Records and the Pittsburgh Female College Association Records were the most frequently
viewed in 19-20.
Chatham University on Internet Archive
The Chatham University Internet Archive collection includes digitized yearbooks, course catalogs, student
newspapers, the alumni magazine, and alumni directories.
During 18-19, the Internet Archive released a new system for counting use statistics and replaced “total
downloads” with views by “people” and by “robots.” Robots views are counted when a search engine, like
Google or Bing, routes traffic to collection items. People views are counted when a non-robot interacts
with a collection items on a single day (multiple interactions within one day are counted as a single use).
In January 2019, the collection data about “total downloads” ceased.
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Despite the shift in collectable usage metrics, a steady increase in the number of people accessing
material from the Archives & Special Collections on the Internet Archive is apparent for 19-20. While the
peaks in use of collection correlate to the periods surrounding the 150th Anniversary Reunion Weekend
and the sift to digital instruction in the spring of 2020, the archives is investigating possible correlation
between collection promotion on social media.

Special Collections Projects
Special Collections Mission Statement
The mission of Special Collections is to identify, preserve, and provide access to and reference
assistance for rare, fragile, and unique materials held by the Jennie King Mellon Library, including
materials of considerable scholarly, cultural, or monetary value. As is the case for all collections held by
the JKM library, the primary mission in acquiring these materials is to support research and instruction at
Chatham University.
Special Collections consists of several distinct collections: The Pennsylvania History Collection, the
Catherine R. Miller Collection, the Wray Collection, the Snowdon Mesoamerican Collection, and a small
collection of rare and fragile books.
During 19-20, the majority of available resources in Archives & Special Collections were dedicated to the
needs of the archival collections. While several Special Collections-focused projects are ongoing,
resources were not allocated to these collections in a marked way.
Special Collections Inventory
Since 15-16, Archives & Special Collections has been working towards the completion of an ongoing
inventory project focusing on Special Collections. This work has included the creation of a new position
description for a Pitt MLIS Field Placement position focusing on inventorying and cataloging Special
Collections. Advances in the inventory of Special Collections are not expected without additional staff
allocations to the department.

Technical services
-Prepared by Dan Nolting, Head of Technical Services
This past year has been a familiar mixture of library systems, website updates, materials processing, and
data management, but as with everyone else, Library Technical Services was thrown a curveball in midMarch with the COVID-19 pandemic. After some alterations and shifting of hardware from work to home,
everything - aside from normal physical materials processing - was accomplished without disruption.
Two main projects that began pre-pandemic: full-text student publication SQL search engine, and
integration of backfilled honors tutorials into archives shelves; were successfully accomplished postcampus shut-down in the spring. The latter project (honors tutorials) was actually sped up to make time
for another necessary project: making immediate room for social distancing by removing a single shelving
unit in the basement that represented the most unused items: bound serials with 0 use over the past 7
years. Another post-pandemic-closure project was hatched that can be worked on exclusively from home:
authorities records clean-up.

Cataloging
Systems/Technology
Koha (Library Catalog)
General bibliographic record maintenance continues, such as adding more Archive Finding Aids and
eBook records that cannot be readily discovered in the EDS system, along with normal acquisition and
records management.
In the summer we successfully switched over from the Zebra search system to the new Elastic system,
which allows for speedier results and modifiable relevance algorithms. It required us to update all local
headings, which was accomplished working from home remotely.
The usual Koha software updates occurred without issue, other than the usual wiping out of our CSS
scripts which I’ve become accustomed to rebuilding.
Data Loads

Weekly data uploads continue for EDS (MARC records reflecting changes in the catalog) and ILLiad
patron loads. The patron records also provide a sustainable source of patron data for the WebDev tool
that keeps the undergraduate student publication restricted to Chatham community only.
Provided data for Access Services as part of Rapid ILL testing, as well as a mammoth spreadsheet of all
print books for Dana Mastroianni to use in an eBook comparison project.
SQL/PHP (custom codes and scripts)
Created a new Acquisitions Dashboard (https://library.chatham.edu/tech_services) to
show live statuses of ordered, received, in processing (repairs and missing), gifts,
backlogs and more…
Student Publication Processing continues to run smoothly with complex scripts that provide easy pushbutton workflows.
Projects
Student Publication Full Text Search Database - https://library.chatham.edu/cuftsgrasp
These past few years we have been going through standardized PDF/OCR process in the pre-cataloging
stage of online student publications. This is a very expedient process, but requires attention to individual
documents, so it cannot be done in batches. During the OCR (Optical Character Recognition) process, all
textual data is compressed for web optimization, but also, creates a collateral file of low-space text that
just basically sits there. We have capitalized on this entropic data and put it to use, making it searchable
in an experimental searchable database, hosted on the jk3.xyz domain since it operates as a standard
PHP processing host. This costs nothing. It demands an extra 10-20 seconds (at the most) for each
student publication, to have its entropic data entered into the database, using scripts that make it pushbutton work. We are only currently doing this for graduate publications (dissertations, grad capstones,
and thesis). The next steps include packaging this as an executable for easy sharing, as well as
examining a way to integrate older undergraduate scans into this system.
Honors Tutorials
Discovering that we never received some of the more celebrated undergraduate student works in the
1970s-1990s, we made this a priority. And in doing so, performed a full item inventory, removing
duplicates to accommodate future swing space for the large print MFA Writing Theses. There was also a
hand full of undated works, in which we instituted some deep research utilizing the Archives Jstor
commencement collection. This project was wrapped-up sooner than planned, in order to make room,
time and space for removing, boxing and shifting bound serials for Covid-19 Physical distancing efforts:
Bound Serials Removal
In a rush to make space for COVID-19 social/physical concerns (as well as monitor the process for unit
removal in the event of getting compact shelves) it was determined which low-hanging fruit presented the
quickest (and least consequential) shelving unit to remove. Using data from the past seven years, 25
titles were identified from multi-year studies of non-used items that are not required for us to keep for
future value or accreditation purposes.
We boxed-up roughly 36 large boxes, which were picked up by facilities and stored in special collections)
Then the arduous task of shifting approximately 300 shelves-worth (in random places) ensued, which was
the most time-consuming aspect of all this. Once the shifting was complete and the unit-to-be removed
was empty, Facilities was able to remove it, making room for 2 additional tables.
Authority Clean-up
A lengthy and intensive Authority clean-up project began in mid-March, primarily to divest of the over
250,000 blind headings (links that go nowhere, due to massive book weeding projects, ghosted EZBorrow on-the-fly records and updated subject headings). Koha has an SQL report script that will allow
for a few thousand a day to be cleaned up by Tech Services. A new procedure will develop out of this to
check, review, and maintain on a regular basis.
Workflow

Tasks accomplished July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020:
# of tasks

Time for each task

illegible call number
illegible barcode

23
14

2 min. – 1 day
10 sec. – 1 day

repaired (requiring multiday glue/binding work)

68

20 min. + overnight
settings

Spine

44

+ 2 days

Pages

8

+ 5 days

Cover

16

+ 3 days

Damaged “beyond repair” *
(with 0 circ) - not replaced

182

2 min. – 1 day

Replaced (w/liaison)

6

3 min. – 5 days

92

4 min. – 5 days

low priority (i.e. web
preference)

22

1 min. – 2 days

medium priority (global
update)

9

1 min. – 2 hours

high priority (i.e. live
system)

17

1-30 min.

Late serials/claims

32

10 min.

Books or media

3

1-5 min

Repair

Withdraw

Single Gift
Investigate/Update

Missing

Total recorded tasks

536

Facilities
-Prepared by Kate Wenger, Head of Access Services
The Library spaces are used by a wide range of patrons for a variety of uses. Our group study rooms are
used for study as well as meetings and faculty holding office hours. The vestibule and porch provide
excellent spots for bake sales, for collection drives, or to share information. We encourage folks to use
the Library and aim to make it as inviting as possible. Our most exciting use of the library in 19-20 was for

the very well-received Graduate Student Welcome held in August 2019 which used a large portion of the
library building. In addition we experienced issues with our HVAC system; heat in January and air
conditioning in July. Both required new parts and several days of work. During the fall of 2019, we
conducted a space use study to learn how students use the library space, where they congregate and
what times during our hours are the most popular. Due to the closing in March, we were unable to
conduct the same study in the spring.
Below are details of the time and uses of our space.

Library Space Usage
Individual and group study rooms continue to be a popular service offered by the library. In 2013-14, we
added room 204 and then in 2015-16, we added 4 more rooms to accommodate the growing demand for
space from students, faculty, staff, and classroom reservations. In summer 2018, one of our group rooms
was converted to office space, reducing our total to 8 rooms.
Group Study Room Use in Hours
The graph below shows the use of our groups study rooms over the past 12 years. There was a 19.5%
decrease in the number of hours reserved for group rooms due entirely to COVID-19. Comparing July 1
through March 13 for both years shows a 12.8% increase in group room usage.

13 Years of Group Study Room Use (in hours)
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The graph below shows the relative popularity of the rooms. Unsurprisingly, 303 and 309A are our most
popular with their lovely views of the Oakland skyline and the quad, wheeled chairs, and whiteboards (as
opposed to chalkboards). The chalkboards in rooms 201, 202, and 204 are in poor shape and may
contribute to those rooms receiving lower use. Room 309B lacks a window. Advanced McGuire room
bookings require library staff approval in order to keep that room more available for those needing a
larger room or access to a projector and likely cut down on the usage of the room.
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The Room That Houses the Brown Collection Usage
The room that houses the Brown Collection (RHBC) was first made available in the 2010-2011 academic
year. The chart below shows the annual usage of this room in hours since its inception.

Yearly Usage of the Room that Houses the Brown Collection (in
hours)
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While usage increased 13.5% over the previous year, this is still incredibly low use. As was true last year,
the room only saw as much use as it did because it is used as an Archives staff work area when more
space is needed or when the Archivist is away. This accounted for 98% of the space use.
Because the RHBC houses unprotected special collections materials, it is only available for use by
appointment for staff and faculty. Students cannot use it without a faculty or staff member present. A
much-needed solution would be to add locked glass covers to all the display shelving to protect the items
while allowing the room to experience less restricted use.
Lobby and Art Wall Usage
We track the number of hours the library lobby, vestibule, and porch are used for events, and the number
of days the art wall is used for displays.

Lobby, Vestibule, & Porch Use in Hours
The library lobby, vestibule, and porch usage in hours decreased by 60.7% from the previous academic
year. The most notable uses this year were the Tree of Life Art Installation and therapy dogs.

Lobby
Vestibule
Porch
Total

July

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

June

0
0
0
0

5
5
5
15

0
0
0
0

2
2
0
4

0
4
0
4

0
0
0
0

2
2
1
5

0
9
2
11

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Total
Hours
19-20
9
22
8
39

Total
Hours
18-19
40.5
45.75
13
99.25

Art Wall Use in Days

Art Wall
Total Days

July

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

June

Total
Days
19-20

Total
Days
18-19

31

31

30

31

30

15

0

0

3

30

31

30

168

102

The use of the art wall increased by 64.7%. It was used by the Archives for displaying Chatham #150
throwback photos until mid-December.

Library Staff
Library staff experienced some changes during the 19-20 year. Reference Associate Terra Merkey was
replaced with Stacey Skirpan. Ryan Woodsworth resigned, but was not replaced by the end of the
academic year. Kate Wenger returned from maternity leave in July 2019.
Jill Ausel, Library Director
Professional Development
•
•
•
•

PALCI webinar on the new consortia manager software
ACRL webinar on opening libraries during the time of COVID,
a webinar on JSTOR’s Open Community Collections and
The Bigot in the Machine: Bias in Algorithmic Systems

Membership

•

American Library Association/Association of College and Research Libraries

Service
•

•

Chatham Committee on Recognition and Memorialization
Diversity and Inclusion Council

Jocelyn Codner: Reference and Outreach Librarian
Professional Development
•
•

Read articles and books about relevant topics such as information seeking with current
technological tools, library outreach, library instruction and assessment, and more
Attended in person The Library Collective conference, 03/11-03/13

•
•
•
•

Attended the virtual Digital Commonwealth 14th annual conference, 04/07
Attended virtual #LIBREV(olution) Conference, 05/04
Attended virtual sessions of the WPWVC ACRL spring/summer conference
Viewed many webinars on a variety of topics such as library instruction, library outreach and
marketing, library decolonization (diversifying collections, programs, and services), and how to
transition resources and services during COVID-19

Membership
•
•
•
•

Member of the WPWVC-ACRL
Participated in the PA Library Association’s Mentorship program
Member of the American Library Association
Member of the PA Library Association

Dana Mastroianni, Reference and Electronic Resources Librarian
Professional Development
•
•
•

Continued to be the Campus Partner for Affordable Learning PA
Member of Affordable Learning PA Assessment & Data Working Group. Worked on
Appointed chair of Affordable Learning PA Assessment & Data Working Group, June 2020.

Service & Committee Work
•
•
•

Served on Undergraduate Programming Committee
Served on LMS Implementation Committee, Spring 2020. As member of committee, was
responsible for ensuring library resources were considered in the structure of the LMS. Also
participated in 12 hours of training and co-led training for faculty and staff as needed/requested.
Co-led first Faculty OER Cohort with Becky Borello. Led faculty through the process of identifying,
evaluating, and implementing OERs within their chosen course.

Dan Nolting, Head of Technical Services
Professional Development
• Attended Bywater Webinar on Nov 20th, where new search database engine “elastic” was
• discussed in depth.
• Took part in phone conference with Koha on January 17th about enhancements to the
acquisitions module.
• Wrote a book review (Blockchain in Libraries) for Library Resources & Technical Services
(an ALA publication)
• In May consulted and shared some Scripts and CSS code with other Koha librarians at
Salinas and Corona Public Libraries (both in CA)
• Continue volunteer webmaster for the African Diaspora Press (https://www.africandiaspora-press.com/)
Service and Committee Work
• Member of Graduate Program Committee

Molly Tighe, Archivist and Public Services Librarians

Professional Development
• Over the 2019-2020, viewed 8 webinars coving topics ranging from collections care during
Covid-19 pandemic, the development of web archives, and use of software to enhance
access to oral history collections
Membership and Committee Work
• MARAC Steering Committee, Communications Committee Co-chair
Molly attended Steering Committee meetings, attended Communications Committee
meetings, contributing to discussions on the shift to electronic publication, contributed
to discussions relating to response to Covid-19, contributed articles to MARAC
newsletter and PA Caucus reading group
•

SAA, Member

•

Code4Lib Local Arrangements Committee, Member
Molly attended regular committee meetings and assisted in sponsorship requests

•

Pittsburgh Suffrage Parade Committee, Member
Molly attended regular meetings and assisted with planning

•

Three Rivers Archivists (TRA), Member
Molly initiated an effort to host a TRA workshop at Chatham. The workshop was
postponed due to Covid-19.

•

Chatham Animal Care & Use Committee, Member

•

Board of the Friends of the Carnegie Music Library, Member

Service
• Historic Pittsburgh
- Molly arranged for presentation of material from the Chatham Archives at the annual
Historic Pittsburgh Fair held at Carnegie Library
Kate Wenger, Head of Access Services
Professional Development
•
•

Over the 19-20 year, viewed 37 webinars covering topics such as Koha upgrades,
student worker training and management, diversity and inclusion, interlibrary loan, and
best practices during the COVID-19 closure
Attended the E-ZBorrow Practitioner’s Meeting, August 2019

Membership and Committee Work
•
•

Served on the PALCI E-ZBorrow Advisory Council (7/2018 – 6/2021).
o Successfully recommended a weekly webinar series as the format to pursue in
place of the usual in-person E-ZBorrow Practitioner’s Meeting.
Served on the WPWVC-ACRL Program Committee
o Assisted in planning the Spring conference, including an abrupt switch to a
webinar series in lieu of the usual in-person conference
o Served as moderator for 2 presentations, including hosting and recording

Service
•

Served as an active member of the Assessment Committee.

o
o

Served as a buddy program member, reaching out to faculty to answer questions
and provide support for WEAVE and departmental assessment expectations.
Agreed to lead the Information Literacy Rubric Review Team and began to recruit
team members.

Reference Associates
Five part-time Reference Associates: Andrea Georgic, Amy Melnyk, Stacey Skirpan, Ricky Williams and
Ryan Woodward staff the library primarily during the late evening and weekend hours providing reference
assistance and supervising the student workers. In December Ryan resigned, and we hired Kahlila CharrPerez. However, she did not begin working as the library building closed in March and we were unable to
provide training. These Associates are invaluable to the smooth running of the library. They updated the
LibGuides collection, worked with reference librarians to survey best practices for instruction assessment,
assisted with mounting exhibits and worked with the web redesign committee to gather and assess
information from surveys and focus groups.
Technical Services Assistant
The primary duties of this position are to assist the Head of Technical Services as needed, performing
regular serials check-ins, regulating student publication holds, and handling complex data processing and
various analysis projects for the library.
Julien Donahoe (nee Kim Foflygen), Technical Services Associate

•

Viewed a number of webinars on cataloging and metadata, diversity e-resources,
information literacy, leadership, scholarly communication, and social media

Access Services Assistant
This position is responsible for processing ILLiad requests and course reserves, compiling statistics,
billing other libraries for lost books, mediating McGuire room requests, and ensuring graduating students
return their library items in a timely manner. It also serves as backup for troubleshooting assistance for
the Library Access Services Aides.
Carina Stopenski, Access Services Associate
Carina completed the following projects and tasks beyond their regular duties:
•
•

•
•
•

Set up and made necessary changes to support the addition of RapidILL to ILLiad, including
making changes to our customization settings and managing library addresses to ensure proper
delivery of requested materials.
Was instrumental in handling all necessary changes to ILLiad as a result of our COVID closure,
including extending due dates, changing our settings in the OCLC Policies directory, adding us to
various lending groups for libraries lending electronic materials during COVID, creating custom
holdings, and more.
Coordinated and created curriculum collection displays and assisted the Reference and Outreach
Librarian with other displays.
Created a Policy Studies LibGuide and updated the Theatre LibGuide.
Watched several webinars about copyright during COVID, interlibrary loan statistics, access
services practices, and more.

Work Study Students
Our student workers are invaluable to our operations. They work in the circulation/interlibrary loan,
technical services and archives departments. They consistently exhibit excellent user service skills as well
as an understanding of library operations. We simply could not do what we are able to do without them.
Their dedication to their work is a joy to see. Below are highlights of their contributions.

Work Study Students – Access Services
“I have a community of friends because of this job which I take a lot of pride in, because when I first
started, I thought I was an outcast (turns out I am not ).”
~library student worker comment in her performance evaluation document
“Oh my gosh! That is incredible! I am sitting here at my computer looking to see if I can get an ecopy of
one of the recommended books when I received your email! Thank you so much for passing this
information on. I will share with the students!”
~faculty member email in response to being sent links to required course material available as a library
ebook, a student worker project
Library Access Services Aides
These student workers work many of the hours the library is open and provide back up to the librarian at
the reference desk. This is particularly important for the lone librarian working in the evenings and on the
weekends. To best ensure that coverage is available during these times we rarely double up the staff at
the circulation desk. These students answer questions, check items in and out, shelve books, perform
stacks maintenance, complete all E-ZBorrow processing, and many other duties. They also assist the
Access Services Associate and the Reference and Outreach Librarian with displays. It is because of our
student workers and their dedication to the success of the library that we can provide high service levels
in both access services and resource sharing.
Graduate Resource Sharing Assistant
This graduate student assists with resource sharing and ILLiad processing. In 19-20, this student also
completed the following tasks:
•
•
•

Assisted the Access Services Associate with statistics, invoices, alumni borrower cards, and
course reserves.
Proposed and carried out a library chalkboard display idea involving quotations in English and
Spanish from well-known books.
Completed a substantial amount of work on a project to review all summer course required
materials for availability in library databases or via free resources.

Technical Services student workers
Technical Services student workers regularly process books and serials. This year they also worked on a
re-labeling project on the 2nd and 3rd floors.
Archives & Special Collections Student Workers, Interns, and Staff
Archives Assistant student worker
The Archives Assistant Student Worker assists in a variety of essential tasks in the University Archives
including assistance with reference and research services, digitization and cataloging of historical
photographs, and archival processing to reduce collection backlogs. Of note this year, the student worker
enhanced access to an exhibit of archival footage of former Chatham President Rebecca Stafford by
adding close captioning and writing a post for the JKM Library blog about the exhibit.
This position provides critical support in a department managing increased patron service requests.
Pitt Partners Archives Assistant
Pitt Partners Archives Assistant assists in a variety of essential tasks in the University Archives, including
those requiring paraprofessional level expertise in collections management tasks. Responding to a
requirement by the University of Pittsburgh that all Pitt Partners be paid, the Archives & Special
Collections allocated funds for a small stipend to support the position in 19-20 and selected from among a
number of qualified applicants. Projects included providing online access to materials through digitization
and description, producing a successful public outreach program and developing informative and
instructional programs.

Archives Project Assistant
Using funds awarded by the Council of Independent Colleges Consortium Development Grant, a
temporary, part-time position was created and filled in late 18-19. The position, which covered a limited
number of hours, extended to the fall of 2019. The Archives Project Assistant successfully aided with the
digitization, description, and online publication of student newspapers and media items from the archival
collections.
Archives Associate
In response to steadily increasing demands on the Archives & Special Collections, a request for 19-20
budget allocation to fund a permanent, part-time Archives Associate position was submitted. The position
was not funded. The Archives expects to re-submit the request for 20-21.

Appendices
Appendix A: ENG105 Quiz Results
ENG105 2019 Quiz Results
164 Responses
Correct answer highlighted in red. Number of responses follow each choice
Question 1
A useful way to focus a topic is:

Use reference material like subject encyclopedias and dictionaries to find background information.
160
Consult popular/social media. 3
Talk to your friends and family. 0
I don't know. 1
Question 2
The best example of a focused question is:

What was the incidence of hate crime in the United States in 2008? 27
Has hate crime legislation acted as an effective deterrent against hate crimes? 131
Are hate crimes punished fairly? 3
I don't know. 3
Question 3
An example of a reference resource is:

An encyclopedia on the civil rights movement. 122
A newspaper article on local protests. 40
A blog about community relations
I don’t know 2
Question 4
Why should you use AND to combine your terms?:

It tells the database that your terms don't need to be right next to each other. 114
It requires the database to only show you results that contain all of your terms. 43
It tells the database that each result must contain at least one, but not necessarily all of your terms.
I don’t know 7
Question 5
The function of limiters in database searching is:

Narrow your search based on criteria like full text availability, peer review, date range, and more.
151

Expand your search by adding alternative keywords to your search. 11
I don’t know 2
Question 6
Your research question is "How does socio-economic status affect juvenile delinquency in Canada?" You
enter this question into the search box of a database, and it does not retrieve many relevant
results. Why?*

There has not been anything published on this topic. 2
The question has not been broken down into searchable terms that the database can process. 154
This information is not available to researchers outside of Canada. 1
I do not know. 7

Appendix B: Learning Outcomes

JKM Library Learning Outcomes
I

II

III

Identify

Identify library services
and availability of
resources in order to
develop a realistic
overall plan for
research

Identify
keywords,
synonyms and
related terms in
order to flexibly
search
information resou
rces.

Identify the range of
information source
types available, their
distinguishing
characteristics and
intended audiences, in
order to select those
appropriate based on
the information need.

Search &

Identify and use
search language,
controlled vocabulary
or search features
appropriate
to the research tool in
order to retrieve
relevant results.

Narrow, broaden,
or modify their
search, research
topic, question or
thesis based on
initial search
results

Recognize and use
author footnotes,
bibliographies,
controlled vocabulary,
etc. to locate
additional sources.

Select appropriate means for
recording or saving relevant
sources in order to retrieve
them when needed.

Analyze
&
Evaluate

Evaluate each piece of
information based on
its authority, purpose,
relevance and
currency broader field.

Examine a
work’s citation
and abstract in
order to
determine its
relevance to their
research.

Critically examine
sources for depth of
coverage, quality, bias
and validity in order to
select those
appropriate to the
information need.

Recognize the cultural,
physical, social and historical
contexts of an information
source in order to understand
how they influence the content.

Use
Information
Ethically

Construct an accurate
bibliography in order to
demonstrate an
understanding of
ethical and legal
information use.

Utilize proper
citation style
based on
discipline.

Recognize issues
related ethics,
intellectual property
and copyright in order
to respect the rights of
others comply with
laws and contracts,
distinguishing
between common
knowledge & ideas
requiring attribution

Organize

IV

V

VI

Identify
bias
surroundin
g various
types of
information

Recognize the
various steps a
piece of
information
goes through
before
reaching them
and how that
effects the
content.

Appendix C: Complete List of Rotating Library Displays
July – August 2019: Romance (Vitrine Display)
A fun selection of books and films with a heavy Romance focus.
July – August 2019: Summer Reading (Main Display)
This display highlighted the books included on the JKM Library Summer Reading List. Featuring popular
nonfiction as well as great literature, this list contains something for everyone! Selected by the Chatham
University librarians, these books are suggested reading for incoming first year students and other
interested readers both within and outside of the Chatham community.
July – August 2019: Fun in the Sun! (Curriculum Collection Display)
These titles highlighted sunny vacations and fun summer hijinks.
August – September 2019: Back to School (Curriculum Collection Display)
These titles included stories about school and coming-of-age fiction.
September 2019 – December 2020: Chatham 150: A Celebration of History (Archives Displays, Vitrine
Display)
Archives & Special Collections display in conjunction with Chatham’s 150th Anniversary celebration. See
the Archives & Special Collections section for more details.
September 2019: Banned Books Display (Flat Panel)
An informational display discussing censorship in libraries and highlighting the most banned and
challenged books in the past year as collected by the ALA.
September 2019: Latinx Heritage Month (Main Display)
This display celebrated the history and contributions of Latinx Americans. Materials highlighted in the
display included history, biographies, literature and poetry. Selected images from the Ruth J. Snowdon
collection in our Special Collections were also featured as part of the display to highlight Mesoamerican
culture in the mid-20th century as well as indigenous Latinx accomplishments and monuments featured by
Snowdon herself through her work.
September 2019: How do you feel about the cost of textbooks? (Interactive)
This interactive display posted in the lobby asked library users to write down their feelings and
impressions concerning the cost of course materials. This was a good way to informally survey our users
and gather information that may be helpful in our explorations of OERs at Chatham and the JKM Library.
September – October 2019: Hispanic Heritage Month (Curriculum Collection Display)
These titles featured nonfiction by Latinx authors as well as fiction featuring Latinx characters.
October 2019 – January 2020: International Affairs Display (Flat Panel Display)
A display from Chatham’s International Affairs department highlighting Chatham’s history with
international students, programming, and global focus dating back over 100 years.
October 2019: Dia de los Muertos ofrenda (Main Display)
As part of the Latinx Heritage Month celebrations, the JKM Library partnered with the Modern Languages
department, Multicultural Affairs Office, and the Counseling Center to put on a series of Day of the Dead
events. As part of these events, we as a community built a ceremonial ofrenda (altar) to honor our dead
loved ones in the JKM Library. This ofrenda was displayed on our main book display space and stayed up
for a couple of weeks.

Mid-October 2019: LGBTQIA+ History Month (Main Display)
This display explored and highlighted the history of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer
Americans. Materials highlighted in the display included movies, history, non-fiction, and first-person
narratives. In addition to library materials, a timeline of significant LGBTQIA+ historical moments in
America was included as visuals to add an educational aspect to those viewing the display.
November 2019: Native American Heritage Month (Main Display)
This month’s display highlighted Native American Heritage Month, which is celebrated every November.
Books from the collection included in the display were biographies, cultural and anthropological studies,
and novels. A stylized map charting which specific tribes lived in each area of Pennsylvania was also
included as a visual on the display to add an extra educational element.
November – December 2019: Happy Holidays (Curriculum Collection Display)
The titles included books about Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa, and other wintertime holidays.
December 2019: Clear This Display! (Main Display)
This display acted as an interactive student contest to encourage checkouts and reading over the winter
holiday. The display was packed with fun, educational, and interesting materials. Every item a student
checked out allowed them to enter the drawing for prizes. This display as a way to have fun, encourage
in-library traffic and checkouts, and connect with our patrons on social media and in person.
January 2020: Science Fiction (Vitrine Display)
This display featured items (both books and films) falling into the Science Fiction genre to celebrate
Science Fiction Month.
January 2020: MLK Day Display (Main Display)
This display celebrated the life and works of Nobel Peace Prize Winner Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. It
featured books and DVDs about his life including biographies, his writings and speeches, and other
materials depicting life in the United States during the King years. It also highlighted the idea of “good
trouble” and activism with the aim of inspiring members of the Chatham community to get involved in
activism in ways big and small. To this end, materials about activism in general were also included in the
display.
January 2020: Winter Wonderland (Curriculum Collection Display)
These titles highlighted all things winter, snow, and ice.
February 2020: Blind Date with a Book or Movie (Vitrine Display)
This display featured books and movies wrapped up in festive paper disguising the contents. Patrons
were encouraged to select one at random for a “blind date”. Created by library student workers.
February 2020: Black History Month (Curriculum Collection Display)
These titles featured both nonfiction about Black historical figures and well as fiction by Black authors with
Black protagonists.
February 2020 – Mid-February 2020: Black History Month (Main Display)
This display featured books by a selection of black and African American male and female writers, as well
as books about the history of black and African American people in America. The display visuals included
images and biographies of notable black women from Pittsburgh to add an educational element.
Mid-February 2020 – Mid-March 2020: Women of Color HerStory Month (Main Display)
This display used the Black History Month display as a foundation. The Reference and Outreach Librarian
removed items discussing men of color and broader black history materials and filled in the gaps with
items about black women and women of color. The visuals featuring notable black women of Pittsburgh
remained.
March 2020: Judge a Book by It’s Cover Bracket (Art Wall)

An interactive bracket of outlandish library book covers that prompted library users to vote for their
favorite book cover each round. This interactive display was successfully moved to social media after the
library building closed on March 14, 2020.
March 2020: Also Known As (Vitrine Display)
This display featured books written by authors who write under multiple pen names. For example, Nora
Roberts/J.D. Robb, Stephen King/Richard Bachman, and JK Rowling/Robert Galbraith.
March 2020: Women’s History Month (Curriculum Collection Display)
These titles included nonfiction and memoirs about powerful women throughout history as well as a
couple of fiction titles highlight strong female protagonists.
May 2020: Asian/Pacific Islander American Heritage Month (Virtual Display)
The JKM Library converted the traditional in-library display for Asian and Pacific American Heritage Month
to a Virtual Display, accessible by all in the Chatham Community while the library building was closed.
The display included fiction, nonfiction, and biography eBooks, streaming films and documentaries, local
resources, academic resources, podcasts, music, and more. The display was shared on social media and
through Chatham newsletters. It remains accessible on the JKM Library website:
https://library.chatham.edu/APAHM
May 2020: Jewish American Heritage Month (Virtual Display)
The JKM Library converted the traditional in-library display for Jewish American Heritage Month to a
Virtual Display, accessible by all in the Chatham Community while the library building was closed. The
display included fiction, nonfiction, and biography eBooks, streaming films and documentaries, local
resources, academic resources, podcasts, music, and more. The display was shared on social media and
through Chatham newsletters. It remains accessible on the JKM Library website:
https://library.chatham.edu/JAHM
June 2020: Summer Reading (Virtual Display)
In lieu of a physical in-person display, the JKM Library shared its 2020 Summer Reading List
electronically. This method of distributing the Summer Reading list is not new, but a greater focus was
placed on including eBooks in the list itself (to increase accessibility) and sharing the list on social media,
by email, and via appropriate newsletters. Featuring popular nonfiction as well as great literature, this list
contains something for everyone. Selected by the Chatham University librarians, these books are
suggested reading for incoming first year students and the entire Chatham community.
June 2020: PRIDE! (Virtual Display)
The JKM Library converted the traditional in-library display for Pride Month to a Virtual Display, accessible
by all in the Chatham Community while the library building was closed. The display included fiction,
nonfiction, and biography eBooks, streaming films and documentaries, local resources, academic
resources, podcasts, music, and more. The display was shared on social media and through Chatham
newsletters. It remains accessible on the JKM Library website: https://library.chatham.edu/pride

